NISH/Kl

Built by Master Craftsmen

Frame Size: 21 " 23" 25 "
Tubing: Tange Champion No. 2,
Double butted Cro-Mo
Stem: S.R. Alloy Mod CT
H/bars: S.R. Maes Alloy, W/Cushion
Grip
Brakes: Dia Compe 630 OS, QR
W/Guides Drilled levers. Gum Hoods
Crank Set: Sugino GT, 52/40T
Drilled Rings
Pedals: S.R. Mod SP 150
Chain: Izumi , Black/Gold
Saddle: Ariake Anatomic
Seat Post: S.R., Mod CT-P6
Derailleurs: Suntour ARX

Shift Levers: Suntour, TM-10-L
Down Tube
Freewhee/: Suntour 13/30 Gold
6SP
Hubs: Sanshin , small flange alloy,
Q/release
Rims: Araya , Alloy Mod 16A
Tyres: Panaracer 27 x 1-1/8 skinside
Colours: Anthracite
Miscellaneous: Brazed-on water
bottle fittings , Suntour G.T. ends,
Chain Rest on Seat Stay, Chain Stay
Protector, AH Brake Mounting Bolts,
Crystal Cables.

....

Custom Sports and Mixte models a/so available .

Available from leading Cycle Dealers
Distributed by Repco Cycle Company
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Classifieds
Readers
Ads

Lightweight Camping Equipment. Paddy
Pallin's famous tents , sleeping bags etc.
Write for FREE brochure to Paddy's Mail
Order (Bike Dept.), P.O. Box K511, Hay market N .S.W. 2000.

Rates $6 per 25 words
or less. $0.10 for each additional word .
Payment with order please . ·
Your advertisement will be seen by over

12,000 readers, their friends and fellow
cyclists nation wide . For detai ls of full
list of headings write to Classified Ad.
Dept.

Freewheeling Box K26 Haymarket

2000.

ITourM'atesl
Accouncing: A brand new service for bicycle
tourers - Hantrade/ Freewheeling Tour-Mates.

In each future issue a special classified section
will be devoted to readers wanting to advertise for
touring companions and trip departures:
If you are planning a tour and are seeking companions or want to join a tour, this service is for you.
But here's the best part: the service is free .
You can participate by simply writing your name,
address and notice enclosing a stamped addressed
envelope .
Your Tour-Mates advertisement should be kept
to 25 words (excluding name and address). Ads
over 25 words cost 20 cents per additional word
(please enclosed payment with ad) .
All ads published will need to contain your name
and a contact address or telephone number. Ads
received without name and addresses included will
not be published .
So, if you are tired of the same old crowd use the
Tour-Mates column to find new touring people and
places.
Send your ad enclosing name, address and a
stamped addressed envelope to Han trade/ Freewheelin g Tour-Mates Box K26
Haymarket NSW 2000.

Dealers
Ads
MAIL ORDER
New from USA the

Ampec Belt Beacon
visible for over 2 miles. Wear it on you
or mount it on your bike. Available by
mail order $19 .50 + $1 .50 Post and Packing
per unit from H & L Imports 2073 Nepean
Hwy , Rye Vic. 3941.
Outdoors cooking the sate , speedy and
silent way with high quality stove sets by
Trangia of Sweeden. Stove sets in two sizes
with kettles and accessories to fit are now
available . Delivered direct to your door by
Freewheeling Mail Order. Use order form in
this issue. Free catalogue sent with all new
purchases .
Tha Num-Bum Protector. A sheep skin bicycle

seat cover. Suits standard and racing saddles.
Comfortable, durable washable. $20 postage paid.
Money back if not satisfied. Send cheque or M/0 to
C & N Locker, Happy V>1lley, Adamindaby NSW
2630.
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Repairing your bicycle can be.fun and save
you money. We have the best Do -it-yourself
bicycle maintenance books currently in print
in our big bicycle information and accessories catalogue. Send for your free copy
today. Freewheeling Mail Order Box K26
Haymarket NSW 2000.
If you are all packed up and don't know
where to go, consult the Freewheeling Touring Service for route guides and information
on the best touring destinations in Australia .
Send for a free catalogue now. Freewheeling
Touring Service Box K26 Haymarket NSW
2000.

Wanted

for Modelling Opportunities:

Young men and women 18-38 are needed
for occasional modelling assignments with
bicycling themes. Only experience
necessary: the ability to comfortably ride a
bicycle. Sydney region. To register your interest , send recent photo and your height
measurement to: Freewheeling Publications ,
Attention : The Publisher Box K26 Haymarket
NSW 2000 .

QUEENSLAND
Pro-Am Cycles Southbank. Brisbane 's new bicy-

cle show room. Call in and discuss your cycling requirements with Johnny Whip . Or phone (07) 44
2894. Corner of Grey and Russell Streets, South
Brisbane 4 10 1 .
·
TASMANIA
Cycling Tasmania, we offer expert repairs

and service at low rates . Stocklists of
touring parts and accessories . Tassie Cycles
28 Gormanston Road Moonah Hobart.
Phone: 283157 .
Rent-A -Cycle Tasmania 10 speed, low gear.
ing, all frame sizes, ladies or gents . Completely equipped for touring. Postal bookings
accepted. Six years hiring experience.
Brochure, rates, your questions - 138 St .
John Street, Launceston Tasmania. Phone :

National
BilceW
Events
Calendar
SEPTEMBER
Sunday 4 September. Annual Maitara Bike Rally,

Wallsend to Newcastle and return. Organised by
the Newcastle Cycleways Movement the route
follows the newly opened E-W cycleway route.
Families and Friends welcome. Lunch in city park.
Contact Steve Weatherstone (049) 54 9970.
OCTOBER
1 - 9 October. Commonwealth Bank Cycle Classic
- Australia's answer to the Tour de France., A
great stage race down the Pacific highway from
Brisbane to Sydney. Finishes at Pier One Sunday
9th. International amateur competition at its best.
Sat, Sun 8 & 9 October. Double Century Hide ,

Melbourne-Bendigo-Melbourne. Organised by
Eastern Bicycle Touring Club, the route follows
back roads where possible. Contact David Cash
EBTC (03) 848 . 1 037
16 October Sunday. A big day for NSW cyclists.

Pedal for Heart - The National Heart Foundation 's
annual bike ride sponsored by the Sun Herald. Full
details in that paper. Sponsorship forms from
newsagents. This year a new format based on
Centennial Park with a 30k course south to Botany
Bay . See news item elsewhere.
Century Cycle consisting of the Ride of the Century and the Race of the Century . Riders from 1 2
locations around Sydney to converge on Domain
will then escrot the racers to Centennial Park and
witness Race of the Century. 100 road racers wi ll
participate in a spectacular event to mark 1 00 years
of amateur racing. See story elsewhere.

23 October. Sunday Green Valley Twin Century. A
fitness challenge ride held annually in the Liverpool
(NSW) area. Distances can be ridden either
50,100,150 or 200 kilometers. Achievement
awards. Sponsored by Green Valley Cycle Touring
Club and Bicycle Institute. Details phone (02) 264
8001 .
30 October Sunday. Geelong Otway Century Tour.
An exhilarating 1 60 km enduiance ride over part of
the Great Ocean Road . Organised annually by the
Geelong Touring Club. Contact
1\IOVEMBER

(003) 31 5839.

Freewheeling is now accepting classified advertisements from Australian
Bicycle dealers . Your advertisement
will be read by our 12000 readers
nationwide . Ideal for Mail Order
dealers as well .
Rates: Per issue 25 words or less
$6.25 . $0.20 for each additional word.
Minimum 4 issues. Six issues 15%

discount. Payment with order.
Deadlines Issue 21, 8th August; Issue
22, 10 October; Issue 23, 5 December;
Issue 24, 6 February; Issue 25, 9 April;
Issue 26, 4 June.
Mail to Classified Ad Dept. Freewheeling BOX K26, HAYMARKET
2000.

Saturday /Sunday November 516. Convivial
Cumberland's Cattai Capers. A gathering of Sydney
cycling clubs and touring cyclists will be held at the
Cattai State Recreation Area at junction of
Hawkesbury River and Cattai Ck, 1 2 km from Wind ·
sor. Ride from your area and meet by mid-afternoon
at Cattai. Organising club the Cumberland Cycling·
Club is providing an evening of entertainment and
great soc ialising. Bring food, tents, etc . Swimming
excellent. Contacts Maurice Stanton (02) 682
4634, Barbara Darmanin (02) 869 8834 .
Sunday 20 Nov. The second Freewheeling Sydney
to the 'Gong Bicycle Tour. 85 km, 1000 riders . Entry term and details elsewhere in this issue . Morning
tea and return rail fare included in price. Entries
close Friday November 4.
How to Advertise in this Calendar

You can notify us of your events by
writin g to Freewheeling National Bike
Even ts Calendar Box K26 Haymarket NSW
2000, or by phoning Warren .Salomon on
(02) 264 8544
We are not able to
list tours for club members only but will
mention the important work of clubs in the
magazine from time to time and as well
publish lists of contacts.

.'

New Products and Ideas

Fat Street Tyre

Bio-pace Chainrings
The Shimano company of
Japan has gone back to the
drawing boards to once again
improve another facet of bicycle equipment design . With
the aid of a computer they
have studied the forces and
action which go into pedalling a bike . As a result of this
research they have found
significant losses in efficiency
in normal pedallin_g action.

Mountain Bikes are now in
Australia and most come fitted with knobbly tyres which
are unsuitable for round town
cycling on sealed roads. To
make city and highway riding
easier on this type of bike a
new tyre can be made by the
The outcome of this is a new National Rubber Company of
range of chainrings called Bio Japan.
The tyre is easily recognisPace to optimize the cyclist's
driving power. The chainrings ed by its raised centre tread
are slightly egg-shaped rather design which when pumped
than being strictly eliptical up firm gives a smooth ride
and come in bolt circle similar to a conventional 27"
diameters of 30, 110 and wheeled bike .
74mm.
The rings have not been Flying Saucer
released in Australia at this not a UFO
stage .
Much interest has been

created by the showing on
television of improved bicycle
technology . Amongst the
latest batch is the Flying
Saucer, brain child of Sydney
inventor, Peter Bortolin.
His idea is a bike with
pedals which push up and
down . The bike is claimed to
be up to 50% easier to push.
This is probably due to the extra long 'crank' length of the
pedal arms .
The bicycle pictureµ here
was test ridden by Freewheelin<j's Warren Salomon who
reported that he did indeed
find pedalling a much easier
task considering the high
gearing used. The up and
down motion of the 'cranks'
gave this machine a very different feel to the circular motion of conventional chainwheel and pedals.

New Bike Bags
This year's spring season
looks like being the best yet
for bicycle travellers as at
least three companies put
new pannier bags and new
models on the market .
Graecross and Malvern Star
both have new designs
available and the market
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New Products and Ideas
leader, .K arrimor is about to
release its all new Kabriolet
range. Included in this range
are new rear, three position
bags, and handlebar bags.
Full details and a look at all
these bags will appear in forthcoming Freewheelings. Karrimor will also introduce a
brand new budget range of
bags called Koronet to compliment its standard range.

New deal for cyclists
A new British company has

Cycle Japan
Cycle with us through Kyushu,
Japan's southernmost island. We stay in
small village Minshukus, experiencing a
side to Japan few visitors see. A vehicle
carries all gear, so no cycling experience is
necessary.
Cycling holidays also available in
China and India.

---------------------X
AUSTRALIAN HIMALAYAN
EXPEDITIONS
SYDNEY: 159 Cathedral Street,

Woolloomooloo, N.S. W. 2011. Tel. (02 ) 357 3555
MELBOURNE: Suite 602 , Wellesley House,

126 Wellington Parade, East Melbourne VIC 3002.
Tel. (03) 4 19 2333 or (03) 4 19 2920
ADELAIDE: 40 Waymouth St. Adelaide SA 5000.
Tel. (08) 212 7857
Please rush me your FREE 64 page catalogue of
adventure holidays worldwide.

been set up to exploit an
automatic bicycle transmission system, which is claimed
to
be
the
biggest
breakthrough in bicycle gears
since derailleurs .
The formation of the new
company, Deal Drive International follows a row between
the inventor, Michel Deal,
and his former collaborator,
Dykins Industries. The rift
arose because Dykins wanted
to make complete bicycles,
while Deal wanted to stick to
manufacturing the drive
mechanism. The new 400,000
company has bought the
world rights to the system
from Dykins.

The new company will
market the transmissions but
will subscontract
the
manufacture of the automatic
transmission. The transmission has 16 gears and the
gear change is effected simply through pressure on the
pedals.
David Nicholas, Deal's
marketing · director, says the ,
company will be producing
gears by the end of the year
and plans to build up production to ½ million units a year
within two years . The company will also be marketing a
"limited edition" of 2,000
bicycles with the transmission
this spring.

Name _ __

The Japanese brake manufacturer Dia Compe has released
a new cantilever brake
suitable for ta·ndem or mountain bike use . The brake uses
extra long cantilever arms
FREE WHEELING 6

and extra long pads . The unit
also features a positive brake
adjustment system which
allows for precise setting using only a 5mm allen key and
spanner.

Wide Alloy rim
Weinman have recently
released in Australia the wide
version of their popular 'concave' rim . This rim has an extra wide braking surface and
is an extruded modular construction type. This rim is now
in the two widths (22 &
25mm) for 27" tyres .

France. The pump features a
pressure gauge, folding foot
stand and connector for either
schrader or presta valve . The
handle is removable and conceals the presta valve attachment.

J

The Guines

Sugino Cycle Industries of
Japan have released a unique
collector's edition chainwheel
set to commemorate 100
years of safety bicycle
technology. Each set is individually engraved with its
own production number and
there is only a limited allocation to Australia out of only
~ • 1 000 sets world wide.

a

Floor Pump
The Zefal Maxi is a new floor
pump manufactured by one of
the world's leading pump
makers , Poutrait Morin of

The new Alex Moulton
AM7
Constructed of Reynolds 531
tubing this light responsive
bicycle is unique for a
derailleur gear machine in
having the advantage of
separability via the central
kingpin. An extremely useful
development for the cycle
tourist also making use of a
car, train or plane.
The new leading link front
suspension reduces friction
and produces the best steering control. A multitubular
space frame gives unprecedented lateral stiffness
and the triangulated rear fork
suspension isolates shock
without interferring with
pedalling .
Fitted with optional front
and rear carriers and
ca pacious bags makes an
ideal touring machine .
Watch future issue for test
review .
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Available through the following
bicycle 1pecialiats
NSW METROPOLITAN
BLACKTOWN
Bl2:ck 1own Bicycle CMllte

5 Alpha St Black.town :l148

1021 821 8158
INGLEBURN
lngleburn Cycles

No. 17 Shop 4 Nardoo St
lngleburn 2565

102! 806 5823

Road training jerseys

PENRITH
Ross Cycles
SJ6 High St
Penrith 2750

Features

10471 21 2179

• Inexpensive
• Poly/ccrton
• Corton for lightweight comfort
Polyester for wearability & washability
• Nylon lock Z,p
• Also ava,lable in long Sleeve
• Ideal for Training/Touring etc.

Cycle $port International

THORNLEIGH

• Two styles ava11able.

276 Pennant Hills Rd
Thornleigh 2120

1021114 2033
NSW COUNTRY
MAITLAND
Col Wilton Cyles
401 High St
Maitland 2320

10491 33 2280
ORANGE
Ave ways Cvc!es

• Sizes 12 to 20

361 Summ• St

• Various colour combinations

Orange 2800

10131 82 5830
RICHMOND NTH

Lycra cyclist's shorts
_ __....,...,__"C:""_~~

f

Grey Kar,garoo Outdoor Centre
Shop 3-6\ Bells Line of Road

Nth Richmond 2754

10461 71 1204

Features

SCONE
Sakey Cyclss

•
•
•
•

Scone 2337
108614623&8

Inside rear pocket
Top quality Australian Chamois
Mid-thigh lee length
Sizes S, SIM, M, L.

ABOVE PRODUCTS ALTOGETHER
AUSTRALIAN

//omJl.efifion
SCREEN PRINTERS
MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 122. Nth Richmond, NSW 2754
(0461 71 1373

Dealer Enquiries Invited

101 Liv9fpool St

UMINA
Rou Cvcles
348Wnt St

Umina 2257

10431 41 5673
WAGGAWAGGA
Kidson's Cycle Sain & Repairs
107 Fitzmaurice St
Wagga Wogga 2650
10111 21 4474

QUEENSLAND

Ufecycle
27b Petrie Terrace
Brisbone 0JO
107) 221 2911
TASMANIAN DISTRIBUTOR:
Taamanian Competition Supplies
7 Mor,ilby Cou,t
Rokoby 7019
1002! 47 1232

KARRIMOR TACPAC 18
AN ATTRACTIVE QUALITY DAY PACK.
Tough-wearing
Cordura material
Padded back and
shoulder straps
18 litre capacity
Outside zip
accessory pocket

PRl'E19.95
(ADD $2.00 POSTAGE)

Paddy
Pallin
OUTDOOR SHOPS

IDEAL FOR:

SCHOOL
WALKING
FISHING
PICNICS
CYCLING
TREKKING

MAIL ORDER; P.O . BOX 175, REDFERN - 2016
SYDNEY - MJRAND"A - PARRAMATTA - CANBERRA JINDABYNE - MELBOURNE - HOBART

.

HOSHI

Quality spokes and nipples
from Japan
HOSHI INDUSTRIES CO. LTD.
No. 1-40 Minarto 2 - Chome,
Izumisano City Osaka Japan
Trade enquiries: Repco Cycle Company Melbourne Sydney Brisbane
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Inside Japan
Part t:

The domestic cycling scene

Two aspects of cycling in modern Japan. Above : A photo finish at the Kerin - professional track racing.
Below: Cycling is extremely popular at special recreational parks. The passengers of this pedal powered
train are providing their own locomotive power.

Japan, that island country away to our north, builds most of the
bicycles bought and ridden by modern-day Australians, yet very
little is known by us of their domestic bike scene. In this the first
of a special two part study of the Japan cycling scene, John Morris
talks with Freewheeling 's Warren Salomon about the Japanese
people, their country, and their various attitudes to cycling.
A second part will focus on the bicycle industry and conclude
with a look at Japan as a touring destination for visiting
Australians.

It is easiest to contrast rather than
compare Australia and Japan . For a
start there is the pressure of a large
population living on a small total land
· mass .Japan has a land area of 377,400
sq km not all of which is habitable .
In Australian terms this is only 1.6 .
times the area of the state of Victoria
or roughly the size of the coastal plain
between the Victorian border and
Rockhampton. In this area live some
115 million people.
Whereas most of the 15 million
Australians live an urban life style on
an island the size of a continent, in
Japan there are even numbers of people living in rural and city environments .
Japan consists of four major islands
(from North to South: Hpkkaido,
Honshu, Shikoku and Kyushu) and
many hundreds of smaller islands . Its
major city and capital of Tokyo is at a
similar latitude to Adelaide but its
climate is vastly different.
Like most Asian countries the bicycle has long been the mainstay of the
transportation system and .even
though more Japanese are able to afford motor vehicles the lack of
available space is a big restricting
force. Car ownership in Japan carries a
high social status and in this regard
Japan is no different from any other
industrialized nation .
To understand the attitudes to cycling and the scope of cycle use it is important to relate to the various periods
of a Japanese person's life.

Childhood: Though child riders are a
large group within the domestic cycling population, on a percentage basis
there would be fewer Japanese kids
cycling than in the USA or in
Australia. Once again space is an important issue . With very few quiet
cycling streets and greatly congested
urban environments, there are few
Japanese parents who will allow their
younger children the freedom and
mobility of a bicycle. If a child has a
bicycle it is generally used on supervsied family outings and usually at
recreational parks with specially constructed cycling tracks .
One such park has been built by a
consortium of Japanese bicycle suppliers on the outskirts of Osaka. The
Kansai Cycle Sports Centre caters for
a number of different activities but all
have a cycling theme . Part of the complex features a landscaped bicycle
track winding throughout the groundsas well as the usual amusement park
type attractions but with the bicycle
difference.
Adolescence: W_h en a Japanese boy or
girl reaches adolescence they become
part of the largest age grouping of
bicycle user. The largest cycling
publication in Japan, Cycle Sport is
aimed directly at the 13-25 age group.
During this period of their lives boys
or girls have- the most time available
to pursue cycling interests. Once
university is reached and a job found
in the workforce there is little time
then to devote to cycle tourini or
9 FREt'WHEt'l/N<.,

general recreational activity. Once
again the young person is usually
directed to the established cycle parks
as good touring roads are either hard
to find or have restricted access due to
overcrowded highways .
Of course there are always exceptions but generally the Japanese are
very group oriented and only in certain circumstances is the adventuresome activity of bicycle touring
ever encouraged by family and
friends.
One such exception is the long
distance cycle tourer. Perhaps you

have passed one travelling the
highways of Australia. Usually he, (in
almost all cases Japanese boys are encouraged to tour, whereas girls are encouraged to stay close to home and
their group) is superbly fitted with
European style cyclo-camping bike
complete with canvas panniers.
Youths are encouraged to take time
out between University and permanent employment and pursue this
type of activity. Most will tour Japan
but an increasing number are venturing abroad. There are many clubs like
th_e Japan Adventure Cycling Club

r·!•·-:-·
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which encourages and promotes this
type of activity. The founder of the
JAC is Motomitsu Ikemoto who has
' toured the world extensively by bike
. even climbing Mt Kilmanjaro in
Africa with his machine.
Adults: Once life time employment is
found, the main form of cycling activity practised is commuting. The
Japanese are great commuters by
necessity not by choice. Railway stations on the outskirts of the larger
J~panese cities are often cluttered
with hundreds of parked bicycles.
These machines are often poorly
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Images of modern Japan, cloc1<w1se starting above: The Japanese cyclist Australians are most likely to
meet ..A member of the Japan Adventure Cycling Club poses for a triumphal photograph at the SA border
on the road across the Nullabor Plain. The Kansai Cycle Sports Centre features a number of amusement
park rides like this overhead monorail system powered by .. . you guessed it ... the passenger's own
pedal power. The Japanese are great cycle commuters and often the 'bicycle pollution' problem is a real
worry for civic administrators . An exciting start in the Kerin professional track cycle racing. Though
there are cycle paths in many Japanese cities the pressure on available space is often so great that bike
facilities often are used as motorbike parking areas. Freewheeling Japanese style - the cover of Cycle
Sport magazine. A Japanese family on the outing along a recreation cycle path.
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m aintained and are only used for the
daily journey between home and station.
In some areas the congestion problem has become so great that computer controlled high rise parking stations have been constructed with
governm ent support.
Some cycle paths have been constructed in the cities but often the demand for space by other road users
restricts the usefulness of these
facilities. For instance motor cyclists
and car drivers will use cycle lanes or

paths for parking, pedestrians will
usually ignore cycle paths and cycle
traffic too.
Kerin: This is the Japanese word used
to describe professional cycle racing.
It is usually conducted on special
tracks enclosed by grandstands. It is
in many ways comparable to our
horse racing, as 'on-course' gambling
is one of the main activities. It is
bec·ause of the influence of Kerin that
bicycling has such a high profile in
Japan though because of the association with gambling many Japanese
would consider the association
undesirable.
Kerin is a visually colourful experience with all the hysteria and
adrenalin flow associated with high
financial stakes . The races usually
circle the track as in normal track
events vieing for positions but not exerting themselves . When the last lap
is begun, a ceremonial type brass bell
is sounded by a race official and all
hell breaks, loose, as riders go all out
to be first across the line . There are
usually ten races to a programme with
nine riders taking place in each .
To the average Japanese gambling
has always been frowned upon socially. Whereas gambling in Australia is
socially acceptable it is looked upon
as ruinous in Japan. As with various
types of sport associated with gambling it is tolerated and is probably less
socially respectable than prostitution.
Gambling is not less odious to the
Japanese than prostitution but it
would look that way from an outsider's (non-Japanese) point of view.
Quite often as a result of the
associations with Kerin, dropped
handlebars or narrow tyres on
bicycles at schools are forbidden .
Japan has undergone many changes
to its culture over a relatively short
period of time . The effect and influence of Kerin is slowly diminishing
along with other behavior patterns of
the past. As more Japanese bikes are
exported to the USA, Europe and
elsew h ere the bicycle culture
becomes more international.
Japanese road and track racers of
olympic standard are beginning to
make their reputation in the international arena and touring and
lightweight bicycles are becoming
more common .
BMX cycling has never taken off in
Japan. Much was expected from the
publicity associated with the film
E.T. but a boom (or even great interest) failed to emerge .
Basically, the bicycle· is seen as a
cheap means of transport. This frames
the way the people regard bikes
socially. As a result commuter
bicycles are low cost and preferably
low maintenance. Japanese consider
that these bikes have to be as close to
free as po~sible. As a consequence
most are sold through department
stores .
Even so the specialist dealer
(sometimes a motorcycle / bicycle
dealer) is more common, and has a
comparatively greater market share

TheWorld
of cycling
at your
fingertips
INTERNATIONAL
CYCLING GUIDE
• International Bikes of the
Year
• World Survey of 21 countries
• Racing
• Touring
• The latest trends
• Book, Magazine & film reviews
• New Equipment
• Guide to bicycle organizations
world wide
• Organized holidays in
9 overseas countries
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CHAMPIONS'
CHOICE
Pauline Gable, one of
Australia's most successful
Triathletes, prefers to ride
an Apollo bicycle in this
rapidly growing sport - like
so many prominent cyclists.
The full range of Apollo
bicycles is available from all
World of Wheels specialist
bicycle retailers - over 70
outlets in New South Wales,
Queensland, Victoria, and
Tasmania.
Check the Yellow Pages for
your local WOW dealer, or
contact:
Apollo Bicycle Co. Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 167,
Wahroonga NSW 2076
Telephone (02) 487 1900
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than in Australia. This most importantly relates to the size of the population but the fact remains that
Australia with a population of 15
million can only support about 500
cycle shops whereas Japan's 115
million is serviced by 37,300 outlets.
Organizations: Nowhere is the
strength of the cycling scene more apparent than in Tokyo. There in the
Japan Cycling Hall are housed the major groups involved in the promotion,
manufacture and advocacy of cycling
in the country.
The chief advocate group is the
Japan Cycling Association JCA which
has branches in each prefecture
throughout the country. Unlike
Australia, Japan has a unified
political/ governmental system with
the majority of power resting with the
central government. This follows
through in all forms of society. The
JCA is no exception.
CA membership is compulsory for
al touring cyclists wishing to carry
their bicycles on the rail system. A
special guide is issued to members explaining the disassembly procedure
required for rail travel and a membership card must be produced to obtain
a bicycle ticket.
As well as the JCA the other groups
which have their head offices at the
Cycling Hall are the Japan Bicycle
Promotion Institute and the Cycle
Roads Association. The JBPI is the industry sponsored group which usuallv
arranges the international bicycle
trade fairs held regularly in Tokyo .
The Cycle Roads A~sociation has
undertaken the construction of cycle
roads throughout the country. Its aim
is to build 2,300 k of cycle roads by
the end of the decade. By that time
there will be a special scenic cycling
road with a minimum length of 20 k
in virtually every prefecture.
The final fart of this look at cycling
in Japan wil study the bicycles ridden
by the Japanese and the industry
which successfully manufactures
them . We will also publish a short
introduction to touring in Japan and
a list of contacts for further information

!

LIFECYCLE
276 Petrie 'R:e.Brisbane (07}2212611 ·24hrs.
Helmets
$25.00
$26.00
$55.00
$69.90

OGK
Brancale
Bell Biker
Bell Tourlite

Road Shirts
(Short Sleeved)
Polyester/Cotton
Wool Blend
Italian wool with
trade names
RenauJt campagnolo
Raleigh etc

$15.90
$35.00

$53.00

Knicks
Black lycra with
chamois insert

Gloves
Padded leather with
crotcheted backs white
with coloured stripe
Brown

Caps
Italian tradenames
Lifecycle

$2.50
$ 2.00

Cyclists Bags
(Musettes)
$ 2.00

Lifecycle

Safety Vests
Reflective Crossover

Shoes
Bata (like joggers)
Detto Pietro (Art 7 4)
Detto Pietro (Art 7)
Adidas Mesh
Sidi
Duigi Black
White

$12.50

$39.00
$57.00
$69.00
$80.00
$97.00
$79.00
$83.00

DEAL
WITH
AREAL
BIKE
SHOP

Free Lifecycle cap and musette with
every mail order until October 31.
Bicycles must be correctly bagged for all internal
rail travel. A cyclist stands ready to board one of
Japan's bullet trains. Nex t issue: The bikes of
Japan and the touring scene. Photograph y: John
Morris and Martin Hanley.

Cheque or money oraer with order please .
Add $1.50 postage and packing per order.

Send SAE for your free catalogue today
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RICARDO
a touch of class
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Look for
this emblem
of quality in your area
VICTORIA
Box Hill
Exercycle Pty Ltd
Phone: 890 8887
Carnegie
Rolfe, Cycles
Phone: 569 5296
Wet Brunswick
Hillman Cycles
Phone: 380 9685
Windsor
Progress Cycles
Phone: 51 3828
Hawthorn
Lawrencia Cycles P/L
Phone: 818 2850
Rye
P & S Firearms & Sports
Phone: (059) 85 3651
Mitcham
Mitcham Sports Centre
Phone: 874 6689
Frankston
Penninsular Star Cycles
Phone: 783 2266
Watsonia
Watsonia Cycles
Phone:m 435 8818
Sebastopol
Dennis Shaw Cycling
Phone: (053) 35 6151
East Geelong
Olsen Cycles
Phone: (052) 99870

Traralgon
Spikes Bikes
Phone: (051) 74 1997
Moe
Maxfields Sports & Records
Phone: (051) 27 1153
Baimsdale
Warren Meade Cycles
Phone: (051) 52 5665
Sale
Mallard Cycles
Phone: (051) 44 6566
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Glenelg
Glenelg Cycles
Phone: 294 4741
Adelaide
Hambly Clark Cycles
Phone: 223 3914
Aldgate
Aldgate Cycles
Phone: 339 5954
Brighton
Kellers Cycles
Phone: 296 8861
Cumberland Park
Cumberland Cycles
Phone: 271 6550
Largs North
Exeter Cycles
Phone: 49 4805
Findon
Cycle Gallery
Phone: 356 8206

Hectorville
Clynde Cycles
Phone: 337 0357
Kilkenny
Speedway Cycles
Phone: 268 6404
Mitcham
Pedal Power
Phone: 272 01 20
Murray Bridge
Brooks Cycle Depot'
Phone: (085) 322 868
Norwood
Norwood Parade Cycles
Phone: 332 1889
Port Noalunga
The Complete Cycles
Phone: 386 0562
Semaphore
International Cycles
Phone: 49 4491
St. Agnes
Ottron Cycles
Phone: 264 7888
Stepney
Mam,: Cycles
Phone: 42 2609
Warrandale
Bernie Jones Cycles
Phone: 296 9652

Salisbury
Skid Kid Centre
Phone: 250 7100
St. Morris
B.C. Cycles
Phone: 333 0938
NEW SOUTH WALES
Parramatta
Universe Cycles
Phone: 630 3143
West Ryde
Universe Cycles
Phone: 85 5836
Ramsgate
Bazza & Tony Cycles
Phone: 529 3660
Gymea
Bazza & Tony Cycles
Phone: 525 3612
Penrith
Ross Cycles
Phone: (047) 21 2179
Narrabeen
Supreme Cycles
Phone: 913 1881
Enfield
Omega Cycles
Phone: 747 4175

W.A. outlets Enquiries Telephone (09) 445 1466
QLD outlets Enquiries Telephone (07) 376 4544

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Treadlies,Jiggers
and Grids
The Bicycle and
Australian English

by Jim Fitzpatrick
During the 1890s many countries,
including Australia, were swept by a
bicycling craze. By mid-decade many
newspapers and magazines had instituted regular cycling columns, or
featured occasional articles on the
device. The bicycle was advocated,
lampooned, criticized or denounced
by various publishers and writers
through cartoons, stories, poems and
articles, and was the subject of earnest
discussion across the entire socioeconomic spectrum. Along. with the
machines, numerous cycle journals
were imported, mostly from England
and the United States, and several
local ones were founded. In the
period 1896 - 1900, in particular,
every Australian colony (with the
possible exception of Tasmania) had at
least one. In New South Wales, Victoria
and Western Australia several journals
were simultaneously in print at one
time or another. The result for Australian English was the rapid in fusion
of a variety of words and phrases from
overseas, along with some homegrown creations and adaptations.

Australian Adoptions
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED)
indications that the word 'bicycle' was
used in England as early as September
1868, and in the United States as
'bysicle' and 'bicycular' by February
1869. The term 'cycle' was used in a
similar sense by February 1871 in
England. 'Wheel' was used to refer to
the bicycle ·as early as 1882 in the
United States. It appeared in the
English Dictionary of Slang, Jargon
& Cant in 1890, although in 1897 an
English cycling author said that the
term was more American than English.
'Bike' was used by at least 1882,
although it is not clear whether it was
of American or English origin. It is
commonly used in America and is
not · listed as slang or colloquial in
FREEWf/EELING 16

American dictionaries. In the Supplement to the OED and the Australian
Pocket Oxford Dictionary, 'bike' is
given as a colloquial term.
'Boneshaker', a long-established
word in the English language, was
quickly adopted in cycling circles to
refer to the iron-rimmed, roughriding velocipedes of the 1860s. The
word's use was eventually broadned
to refer to any rough-riding bicycle ,
especially the solid rubber-tyred
machines of the 1880s (pneumatic
tyres were invented in 1888 and came
into popular use in Australia in about
1893 ). The term 'header' also took on
a new connotation as cyclists found
themselves occasional! y executing the
manoeuvre (sometimes with fatal
results). All of the above words were
well established in Australia by 1890.
The phrase 'penny-farthing', now
used to refer to the high wheeler
machines that were popular in the
1870s and 1880s, was a relative newcomer. According to Ritchie, the high
wheelers were originally called 'bicycles'. However, as the newer 'safety'
models (similar to those we ride today)
came on the market, it became necessary to differentiate between the
two styles. The term 'ordinary' was
consequently adopted to refer to the
high wheelers, while 'bicycle' referred
increasingly to the new 'safeties'. Jt
was only after the high wheelers had
substantially faded from the popular
cycling scene (about the mid-1890s)
that they were commonly referred to
as 'penny-farthings'. Usage in Australian literature supports this contention . In a similar manner, the term
'bloomers', ,well-known today, was in
fact far les5\ popular in Australia and
overseas during the 1890s than the
alternatives,
'rational
dress' and
'rationals'.
As would be expected, cy<:le enthusiasts and the racing fraternity had a
seemingly endless number of highly
specialised words and phrases that

never achieved general public use .
An example is the word jigger' . The
term, referring to mechanical gadgets
h aving a jerky motion, was common in
Amercia and was understandably
applied to the bicycle as well. However,
~n association with the Australian cyclmg scene I have encountered it only in
cycle journals in the late 1890s.
Numerous adopted overseas terms
current in Australia around the turn
of the century have not survived to
the present day, at least in their cycling sense. Among these are 'scorcher',
for which the modern equivalent is
'hot rodder', and 'crack ', referring to
a top class cycle racer. This led to such
jokes as the racers training on glass
tracks so as to produce better cracks.
Tyre pumps were commonly known
as "inflators', women riders were often
called 'cyclistes', and the modern
bicycle was frequently referred to as
a 'safety'.
In Australia 'pushbike' is now a
common word for bicycle - possibly
even more so than 'bicycle' itself
in some circles. · The earliest recorded
use of the word referred to the OED
is from an English newspaper of June
1905. 'Pushbike' is rarely listed in
American dictionaries; the Webster's
Third International specifically cites it
as British, and comments upon it being
used to differentiate between pedal
and motor driven bicycles. The earliest
written use of it in Australia that I
have encountered is in the title of an
unpublished typescript prepared by
Francis ·Birtles in about 1910. The
Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary
refers to 'pushbike' as a slang word.
However, in my view the term is so
common in Australia that it could
hardly be considerdd as 'peculiar to
one class of people ' , or 'outside of
standard English', the Australian
Pocket Oxford Dictionary '.5 own definition of slang ( l would argue the
same with respect to 'bike '). Because
of the increasing tendency to use the
terms 'bike' and 'cycle' to .refer to
motorcycles , the word 'pushbike'
would appear to be more useful than
ever.
'Grid' is given as a slang word for
bicycle in both English and Australian
dictionaries, but is not mentioned in
that sense at all in American ones. The
evolution of the word to refer to a
bicycle is not clear. The earliest
written ap pearance I am aware of was
D.H. Lawrence's 1922 work, England,
My England. l have no idea when it
was first used in Australia, but or;il
interviews suggest that it persisted as
popular slang in many Australian
schools until at least the late 19 50s,
and is still known in some circles.
A number of words an d phrases associated with the bicycle appear to be

peculiarly Australian. Possibly the best
known is the reference to a sexually
willing or promiscuous girl as a 'bike'
(e.g. the 'town bike' or 'office bike').
As David Williamson wrote in 1972,
in 71ze Removalists, ' .. . Turned out
the tart was the biggest bike in the
district '. The expression 'to get off his
bike', in the sense of losing one's self
control, or temper, is also still used.
Several examples of the above usages
are given in Sidney J. Baker's 71ze
Australian Language, and G.A. Wilkes'
A Dictionary of Australian Colloquialisms.
However, most cycling-associated
Australianisms have not been recorded
m Australian language studies or
dictionaries . For example, the use of
the noun 'treadlie' (I have never seen
it written, so can not vouch for a
spelling) to refer to a bicycle was
encountered in oral interviews in
Western Australia. It is used more
with respect to an older bicycle, about
which the owner might be a bit embarassed, than to a new, prized machine. I have not found the word listed
as referring to a bicycle in any dictionary, Australian or otherwise. However,
its origin is undoubtedly associated
with the use of the word 'treadle' to
refer to pedalling a bicycle. This
occurred at least by 1891 in England,

according to the OED; and in March
1895 an Australasian article, 'Women
on Wheels', referred to a lady learning
to 'treadle her bike'. Several Western
Australians I interviewed still talk of
'treadling' their bikes.
The first adjustable handlebars seen
on a bicycle by many Australians were
those used by 'Major' Taylor, the
legendary black American cycle racer
who toured Australia in 1902/03 and
1903/04. For the next several decades
the phrase 'Major Taylors' was used in
this country as a synonym for adjustable handlebars.
Several of the brand names adopted
for bicycles and tyres . in Australia
gave new connotations to existing
words and names. People ( such as
'Bond' and 'Brassey'), horses ('Carbine') and constellations ('Southern
Cross') joined English bicycle club
names ('Speedwell') and local creations
('Dux' and 'Malvern Star') in the
Australian cycling pantheon. Such
brands enriched the Australian language and, as decals on frames, added
a highly mobile diffusionary element.
And that very mobility was itself
assisted by the 'Phiz' tyre, a Sydney
product of I. Phizackerley.
The widespread use of the bicycle
on the Western Australian goldfields
resulted in several words being adapted
to the peculiar cycling circumstances
found there. One such was 'pad'. The

word has a long history in the English
language in the sense of referring to
walking (both men and animals) or a
path formed by walking. Bicyclists on
the Western Australian goldfields
found that the packed, smooth pads
created by the strings of pack camels
that shuffled supplies between communities formed superb cycling routes
(in fact, the best and most extensive
cycling path system yet seen in this
country). Eventually a number of
additional
bicycle
routes
were
constructed informally by cyclists
themselves and formally by Roads
Boards; they were all referred to as
'bicycle pads', or simply 'pads'. The
'pads' (camel-and man-made) were so
important to the travel oflocal cyclists
that 'The Goldfields Bicycle Pad Protection League' was formed in mid1897 to lobby for Parliamentary
legi~lation to prevent any but camels
or cyclists from using them (horses
and teamsters' wagons quickly chewed
up the smooth surfaces).
Another Westralian development
centred about the rapid delivery of
messages, by bicycle, between goldfields mining communities. A number
of cyclists delivered, on short notice,
'special' messages to anywhere on the
fields, day or night. These 'special
cyclists' were highly respected, could
cover 300 kilometres in a day, and
were considered important in the
development of the fields from 18941896. As a result, the terms 'special',
'special cyclists', and 'special rider'
achieved a unique connotation in
Western Australia.
The word 'l~ngthrunner' refers to
those men who, for many decades
after the completion of the Kalgoorlie
· pipeline, collectively patrolled its entire
length daily, looking for and plugging
leaks. The term does not refer to the
mode of transport. However, the pipeline 'sections' were ridden by bicycle
for so many decades that the image of
a 'length runner', in the minds of most
interviewed, was inseparable from the
use of the bicycle.
An intriguing matter concerning the
bicycle's introduction into the outback is the Aborigines' reaction to it.
Neither I nor any anthropologists with
whom I have discussed the question
are aware of any ethnographic data.
However, I have collected some 'reports' from early writings and recent
interviews with European bush travellers and workers. Jerome Murif, for
example, who rode the first bicycle
from Adelaide to Darwin, in 1897,
said that his machine was described by
Aborigines he encountered along the
way variously as 'kangaroo engine',
'piccaninny engine', 'big mosquito',
and 'one-side buggy '. But given the
tongue-in-cheek nature of much of his
Freewheeling 17

writing and the apparently heavyhanded treatment the manuscript received at the hands of the publishers,
I · personally believe these terms were
European inventions, and not necessarily by Murif.
This contention would seem to be
corroborated by the fact that a reporter
who worked in the Kalgoorlie area in
the 1930s informed me that the
Aborigines at that time described a
bicyclist as 'white man run sitting
down' . . However, unknown to the
reporter, the identical phrase, attributed to North American Indians, was
published in at least one Western
Australian cycle journal in the 1890s.
An especially interesting perspective
upon colloquial Australian English is
offered by the cyclists' concern with
punctures from the numerous thorny
plants found about the Australian
countryside. The popular names of
thorny plants were, and still are,
confusing, misleading and inconsistently used, both locally and nationally.
For example, the most common plant
that affected rural cyclists nationwide
was Emex australis. It was apparently
first introduced from South Africa,
first to Western Australia, where the
Afrikaans word for it, duweltjie
(devil's thorn) was corrupted to
'doublegee'. Other terms used to refer
to it (both in W.A. and the eastern

Brand New Bike Aid'"
10 point lubrication plan
1. Front and rear quick release nuts
2. Derailleur cables
3. Front brake pivot points
4. Brake lever pivot points
5. Ratchet shifter controls
6. Brake cables
7. Rear Derailleur pivot points
8. Front Derailleur pivot points
9. Drive chain
10. Rear brake pivot points
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colonies) were 'prickly jack', 'threecornered jack', 'Cape Spinach', 'Tanner's curse', 'giant bull head', 'bendei'
(spelled variously, e.g. 'bindy-eye'),
'spiny emex' and 'catshead'. Interestingly, I found that some of ·the
eastern terms were known by Westralians, although rarely used by them,
while the Western Australian term
'doublegee' was not at all familiar to
most 'tothersiders '.
As well, a given popular word was
commonly used to refer to distinctly
different plants. For example, the
word 'bendei' was standardly used to
describe various species of both Bassia
and Emex, which are not related to
one another. The cyclist, in bandying
about the popular words, only seemed
to have further confused an already
complex terminological situation.
Two terms which came into particular vogue during this period were
'thorn proof' and 'puncture proof'
(these were used worldwide). Both
referred to bicycle tyres that were
originally manufactured (or later modified) to resist puncturing, either by
being extra thick or incorporating
.i.dditional layers of rubber, leather or
other material inside the tyre. 'Thorn
Proof' was used as a trade name in
Australia by Dunlop Tyres, but the
widespread generic use of the term

appears to have precluded any proprietary claim.
The pneumatic tyre made another
contribution to the Australian language. The word 'puncture', with the
meaning extended through the concept
of deflation to mean giving out, or
tiring, was in use by early this century.
In his book On the Wool Track, C.E.W.
Bean referred to a man who gave out,
'"puncture" as they say out there';
and later to another who 'nearly
punctured getting up that bank'.
And when Jerome Murif encountered heavily infested thorn country in
Central Australia, he cut a small piece
of metal to fit the profile of the cycle
tyre. Mounted between the forks,
the template swept thorns off the
tyre before several rotations could
embed them. He called it a 'burr
dissuader'.
As with so many words, it is difficult to estimate how current they may
have been at one time or another in
. Australia. Some, such as 'bicycle',
'cycle', 'bike', 'pushbike', 'pennyfarthing' and 'boneshaker' have remained in use for many decades.
Others have lost much of their popularity, if not disappeared entirely ,
in the sense they were formerly used,
such as 'scorcher', 'crack', 'rationals',
'specials' and 'pads'. Such terms as

'kangaroo engine' and 'burr dissuader'
appear to have been quite limited in
their use, possibly restricted to the
book in which they appeared.
The results of oral interviews have
left me wary about making any claims
as to the extent of word usage. The
frequent volunteering of words like
'grid', 'treadlie', 'treadling', 'lengthrunner, and 'Major Taylors' has clearly
shown that there are a number of
terms widely used at one time, and
still familiar to some Australians,
which have rarely appeared in print.
Perhaps dictionaries of Australian
English, and language studies yet to
come, will ultimately profit from the
increased interest in oral history that
is evident in this country. In any case,
they should more thoroughly acknowledge the influence of the bicycle upon
the language.
And not just in the past. It is an
ongoing evolution. We now speak of
ten-speeds, berm warfare, and freewheeling it, even when not pedalling.
And the BMX contingent has given
us
new connotations
for such
mundane items as tabletops , not so
mundane items such as helicopters ,
and not so common entities as factory
riders. And a powderpuff is not for
dusting the face - she is more likely
to bite the dirt.
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Any bike owner will be
glad to have Dri-Slide BikeAid around. Bike-Aid will
make any moving part on
a bike work freer and
easier. And without the
sticky, dust-collecting mess
of an oil application.
Use Bike-Aid on front and
rear quick release nuts,
Derailleur cables, front
brake pivot points, brake
lever pivot points, ratchet
shifter controls, brake
cables, rear Derailleur pivot
points, front Derailleur pivot
points, drive chain, and

rear braKe pivot points. It
not only cleans and
lubricates, but actually prolongs the life of moving
parts.
Bike-Aid's unique dry-film
lubricant does not attract
dust and helps resist rust
and corrosion. Bike-Aid ...
designed to be the biker's
friend.
Australian Wholesale Distributors:

Cycle Circuit Pty Ltd
6 Tengah Crescent,
MONA VALE NSW 2102
Phone (02) 997 6606
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Introducing a new side-pull brake from Dia-Compe. On the elegant form,
you will discover both excellent performance and superior quality.
Get your racing experience from Dia-Compe 500.

TheNew

DIA-

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING CYCLE DEALERS
Trade enquiries
Repco Cycle Company
Melbourne Sydney Brisbane
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NEWCASTLE

The new bike-city

After five years of effort and intrigue
the Newcastle bike plan has finally
reached implementation stage.
The launching in Newcatle in early
June was designed to bring forward to
the public's view as much as possible
the New South Wales government's
recent.initiatives in the field of planning for cyclists . The day provided a
veritable smorgasboard of announcements .
The minister, and representatives
of Education and Police Departments
announced new programmes to teach
and enforce safer cycling behaviour.
Bike Ed programmes already operating in Newcastle (involving 75
teachers from 50 schools) are to be extended to train another 60 teachers in
the region.
A bicycle enforcement programme
employing a motor cycle policeman
was commenced for a trial /eriod.
The police programme is aime at improving on road behaviour of cyclists
and motorists through the effective
enforcement of traffic laws. The
minister was able to inspect the
motorcycle and talk with the officer
assigned to the programme, Constable Tony Tamplin.
Three educational booklets
published by the Traffic Authority
featuring Spike Milligan were also put
on display . These are aimed at three
age groupings of children and each
display recommended behaviour for
cyclists in on and off road conditions .
The booklets are currently available
free from newsagents throughout
N .S.W .

Signs of the new bicycle age in Newcastle NSW. Above: Bike riders wait to cross busy Turton Road using a newly constructed angle median refuge. The rails are to enable a rider to remain seated on the bike.
Note the new bitumen filling to take the sharp edge off the dropped median. Below : A tandemist's view
of the cycle/ parking lane along Parry Street.

M10ister Cox who said at the
launching that he intended making
'Newcastle the bicycle capital of
Australia' , set advocates and public
servants alike talking in excited tones
when he mentioned the likelihood of
increased funding for the 1983-4
financial year. Though no figure wa,_s
announced the sum of $500,000 was
mentioned in casual conversations.
One interesting detail was revealed
by the day's proceedings and that concerned the area of encouragement.
Obviously the government sees the
Spike Bike Books more as encouragement than education for it was stated
during the afternoon that the government runs encouragement programmes to support its other initiatives
and not to promote cycling generally.
This is all the more interesting
since 'encouragement' has always
been the least talked about and least
interesting area of activity to the
government so far.
This was obvious by the fact that
the 'encouragement' for the days proceedings was left to the local advocate
group the Newcastle Cycleways
Movement. Obviously a decision was
made to concentrte attention in the
Newcastle Area and so the responsibility for notifying the media and interested and involved parties was left
to the local cvclists themselves.
What it did show was not that the
NCM is an extremely competent
group with a multitude of skills and a
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Forty Bic.v dr Hide~
around Canhrrra
and Southern .' i.S. w.

There's more to
Canberra than its
cycle paths!
Forty Bicycle Rides around
Canberra and Southern NSW
is a beautifully illustrated
guide to cycling that shows
you the best places to see and
tells how to get there. The
featured tours are all road
tested and are accompanied
by maps showing road surface
details .
Buy your copy now at selected
newsagents , bicycle specialist dealers or by post through
Freewheeling Mail Order.
Pedal Power ACT Inc.
Box E305 Canbena ACT 2600

Newcastle Mayor Ald. Joy Cummings and Transport Minister Peter Cox at the cycle way opening.

thoroughly professional approach to
the job at hand (which it is), but that
age old problem of the government
and its bureaucracy not being enthused with an idea which was not theirs
in the first place .
The launching of the Newcastle
Bike plan however, has changed all of
this. The government has seen what
it has achieved in Newcastle and that
its efforts so far are successful :m<l
have the strong support ot tne cycling
community.
finally, praise must also go to the
Newcastle City Council and its
mayor Ald Joy Cummings who have
solidly supported_ and participated in
the scheme. Their progressive attitude will no doubt benefit not only
riders of Newcastle but NSW as a
whole.

TheNum•Bum

Protector
A natural sheepskin
BICYCLE
SEATCOVER

• Comfortable
• Durable
• Washable

For touring,
racing and
exercise
bicycles.

On the road and loving it.
A personal view of Newcastle by
Warren Salomon.

The ideal gift
Just $20 postage paid .
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Send to C. & N . LOCKER, Happy Valley,
Adamindaby NSW 2630.
Trade enquiries welcome.
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Fantastic! That's a good word to
describe my impressions of the new
East West Cycle facility in Newcastle.
Following the official proceedings I
had the pleasure to accompany a
small group of local cyclists and State
Bicycle Committee members on a
two~wheeled inspection of the route.
A likeable feature of the route is
that a large proportion of it is off-road
though the on-road sections are far
from being unpleasant.

We left the CBD on a wide road
lane marked to allow an outside cycling/parking lane. Somehow it felt
good to be actually allocated space on
the road - gone were the bad feelings
from motorists who didn't support
your right to use the roads.
Once out of the city area we rode
through quiet back streets and began
the first of two lengthy off-road sections to the present end-of-path at
Iloura Street end of Jesmond Park.
Along the way 1 noted with pleasure
a number of structures and 'engineering treatments' designed to increase
the safety aspects of the route. Most
impressive among these were the traffic lights with a separate cycle activated by a button labelled 'cyclists'.
Somehow it seemed that 'big brother'
had recognised my rights to exist. I
was not a misguided looney after all.
It was alright to bike. Who knows, it
•.nay even catch on.
The tmal section ot the route took
me over the hill to Jesmond Park
through an old railwar cutting. This
part follows an old coa railway which
had fallen into disuse before the coming of the bike path .
The road surface for the most part is
excellent with the only rough patch
being the on-road section beteen the
two off-road paths . Obviously most of
the improvements to come will occur
on-the-road but what ever happens
Newcastle is destined to live up to
Minister Cox's prediction. Look out
Geelong, it's all happening now in
Newcastle.

WEINMANN CONCAVE RIMS ARE JUST WHAT
THE TOURIST AND TANDEM-CYCLIST HAVE
WAITED YEARS FOR.
Weinmann rims have been developed to
withstand the cobblestones of Europe, the
toughest of all road surfaces.

•1 ble in
·
oYI profile
NoYI ava1 a
wide and narr

The concave design creates a superstrengthened rim ensuring high performance in virtually all types of road-touring
and race-training conditions.
The extra strength of a Weinmann rim
allows a tighter wheel to be built, ensuring
more power when performance is needed .
Weinmann concave rims are as buckleproof as Weinmann could possibly make
them . Like your shock-proof watch , your
Weinmann rim will withstand all but the
most severe impacts.
Cycle Circuit Pty. Ltd. Australian Distribu.to,s Wholesale
6 Tengah Cres., Mona Vale NSW 2103. Telephone (02) 997 6606
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Announce: The Hillman Alpine
• Designed by Hillman for
Australian conditions
• The off-road bike with
the right equipment for
all dirt road applications
Specification:
Frame: Tange Champion chrome moly
mountain bike tubing ; cast drop-outs
and tips .
Gears: SunTour Mountech
Gear changers: SunTour Microlite
Thumb+ shifters
Hubs: SunTour Dirt Series Sealed
bearings
Chainwheel set: Sugino TGT Triple
Brakes: Dia Compe extra long Cantilevers 980 , with 280 alloy cast
levers.
Stem: Alloy bull moose type
Tyres: National MB

Hillmans also sell a wide
range of components for
Bush/Mountain Bikes including the superb SunTourl
Sugino Dirt Series equipment.

Frames
Announcing the first
Australian built frame for FatTyred (Bush Bike) bicycles:
Hillman MB frames. Made
from the new Reynolds 501
chrome moly MB tubing.
Constructed to the same exacting standards as our
renowned touring and racing
frames.
Hillman Cycles
44-46 Grantham St.,
West Brunswick Vic.
Tel: (03) 380 9685
111 Brighton Rd.,
Scarboroughy W.A.
Tel: (09) 341 3581
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The Panarac er AllPurpose Mountain
Bike Tyre . Hillman
sells them.

Nishiki

Custom Sport
Good looking Japanese

For some time now most of
Australia's bicycles have come from
Japan or Taiwan. It is only lately that
original Japanese brand name bicycles
have become available.
Readers of United Statesmagazines
will recognise the names,
Bridgestone, Centurion, Shogun and
Nishiki. One of the first Japanese
brand name bikes the Shogun 2001
was reviewed in a previous
Freewheeling. Now the Repco Cycle
Company are introducing the Nishiki
in two models.
Though bikes bearing Nishiki brand
and others may be made in Japan the
design of bike imported into Australia
is essentially different from bikes sold
there.
For a start the frame sizes for the
Japanese market are usually small,
and on sports type models 700c fEuropean size) tyres are fitted. In short the
Nishiki now available to Australians
is a bike designed for a western buyer
but with the finish we've come to expect from Japan and which is demanded by their domestic market.

The Nishiki Custom Sports is a
very well finished bicycle. Its number
5 plain gauge Tange chrome moly
frame is as good as any found on this
class of bike. In fact the type of frame
used has almost created a class of its
own in the developing medium priced
10-12 speed lightweight area.
The bike on the road gave a comfortable ride and its 27 x 1 ¼ 11 high
pressure tyres pumped up hard gave a
quick effortless ride. The saddle is
comfortable and not the hard racing
type so often fitted to sports
machines.
The lightweight bicycle field is certainly geasring up these days in
response to increased adult involvement and the similarity of each model
offered, often presents a difficult
choice. Generally it is the quality of
the finish and the selection of componentry which provide the dif•
ferences .
The Nishiki Super Sports uses component combination from Japanese
quality components makers.
The crankset is Sugino GT and is

alloy cotterless but the chainrings are
steel. Gearing components are SunTour manufacture and feature the
new AR front and rear derailleurs and
the excellent top mount shifting
levers. Gearing ratios are fairly standard and de~igned for city use rather
than touring.
The Custom Sport's wheels are
trade off between speed and cost with
good quality Araya 27 x 1 ¼ 11 nan:ow
rims used with rustless spokes on
Sunshine small flange quick release
hubs. Though 1 ¼ " tyres are fitted,
the rims used would easily taker
wider tyres if comfortable touring was
intended .
The addition of an alloy rack would
instantly convert this bike into a
lightweight touring machine though a
pair of powerful legs or lower gearing
would be needed to push any extra
loads up steep hills.
For its class this lightweight is an
attractive well finished bike and if it
is an indication of what is to come
from original name Japanese makers
it will be worth any wait .
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Transmission
Chainwheel set: Sugino GT Double
Allor Cotterless: 170 mm cranks.
Stee rings .
Chain: Izumi Gold / Black
Derailleurs : SunTour AR fMedium
length arm: rear)
Freewheel : SunTour Perfect 6 sp . std.
Levers : SunTour top mount fdown
tuhel Microlite.
Wheels
Rims: Araya 27 x 1 ¼ narrow
Hubs: Sunshine S/F Alloy QR
Spokes : 14g, 3 cross pattern, rustless
Tyres: Panaracer 27 x 1 ¼ skinwall
Equipment:
Pedals: SR, SP 152 alloy
Brakes : Dia Compe 500, undrilled
lever, rubber hoods .
Handlebars: Win Pista Alloy drop
type, rubber grab on type covering.
HB stem: WIN alloy 80 mm. Allen
key bolt type .
Saddle pillar: SR alloy with std. clamp
bolt, fluted column.
Sadgle: Ariake Vinyl cover, thin padding .

Nishiki Custom Sport
RRP: $439
Sizes: 53, 58, 63, Mixte 48 .
Sized tested: 58cm
Frame: Tange No . 5 Plain gauge
chrome moly tubing, lugged construction, cast dropouts and fork tips .
Eyelets on dropouts for racks . Braze-

on's: Chain rest, brake cable guides,
BI B gear cable guides. Tange MADU
head set. Hex key seat bolt. Box welded fork crown. Two-tone paint job.
Head tube angle : 73°
Seat tube angle: 72.5°
Bottom Bracket Height: 275 mm
Fork rake : 50 mm
Wheelbase : 1050 mm
Chainstay: 447 mm

Gearing

14
16
18
21
24
28

52
100.3
87 /\
7H (J
66 .9

58 . .5
:,.

42
X

70.9
63 .0
54.0
47 .3
40.~

Fashion for safe~
·

STYLED FOR GOOD LOOKS

The new Branca le 'GIRO' helmet
for touring, racing and commuting
Technical Characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Lightweight
Quick-release buckle
Designed to give good ventilation
Padded to give excellent back of the head and
behind the ear protection
• Absorbant inside padding to give a confortable
fit
• Available in 8 sizes

.:

Trade Enquiries:
K.W. Thompson (Holdings) Pty Ltd
38 Commercial Road
,
FORTITUDE VALLEY Q Ph: (07) 52 2903
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"1022" helmet

Ricardo Elite
Sporty Aussie lightweight

With Australian manufacture disappearing fast in the current recession it
is great to find that a real Aussie bike
manufacturer still exists. The company is Leisure Cycles of Australia, an
Adelaide based company which
operates its own factory making bicycle frames and assembling the various
models in their range.
The quality lightweight end of their
output is well represented by the
Ricardo Elite, a stylish machine
suitable for sport use and quick travel.
The Tange Champion No 5 plain
gauge chrome moly frame, the 'bones'
of the Elite, is finished with a metalic
'sparkle' paint job and is Australian
made from quality Japanese tubing .
The frame's 73/72° angles, shorter
front rake and wheel base gave the
bike a very comfortable and responsive on-road feel. The bike performed
well in its intended environment the city and suburban streets, and
rural roads - and provided a comfortable ride over a lengthy period of
time in the saddle.
Chain wheel set and gears are all
good alloy Shimano 600 EX equipment. The 600 EX front derailleurs is
one of the easiest shifting front
derailleurs available and the short

arm EX rear will also shift rear gears
efficient! y.
The Ukai Modular E rims are good
quality narrow rims and can fit even
wider touring tyres than the 1 ¼ '' high
pressure IRC's fitted. Narrower l"
tyres can also be used and would be an
ideal modification if this bike were
used in sports such. as the triathalon.
Dia Compe S00G brakes are fitted
with their excellent gum rubber hooded levers . These work well on the
smooth finish walls of the Ukai

modular rims.
The basic aim of the manufacturer
seems to have been to select components for the Elite which are tried
tested and have proven performance.
The equipment on the test bike was
familiar Japanese componentry in the
medium priced alloy range.
The Elite comes with toe clips,
straps and water bottle and cage fitted
as standard equipment and the addition of an alloy rack would enable the
bike to be used for lightweight tour27 FREEWHEELING

the high number of the Elite's class
competitor bikes. As such the Elite
and its class are in-between bikes and
the many 'tacked-on' comments
regarding touring suitability in recent
reviews will testify to this .
The frame angles and choice of
componentry offer neither the extremes of competition racing nor long
distance touring, rather the class
could be generally termed 'mid price
range lightweight'. The Elite is a worthy member of this group.

Ricardo Elite
Suggested Retail Price: $485
Sizes: (cm) 53, 58
Size Tested: 58 cm
Frame: Champion No. 5 plain guage
chrome moly tubing. Cast dropouts
and fork tips. Brazed-on guides for
brake and gear cables . One set of
brazed-on bidon mounts. Bidon and
cage fitted. Box welded fork crown.
Tange Falcon head set. Recessed allen
key ·seat clamp bolt.
Head tube angle: 73°
Seat tube angle: 72°
Bottom bracket height: 272 mm
Fork rake: 45 mm
Wheel base: 1015 mm
Chain stay: 430 mm

ing. Lower gearing would be needed if
longer heavy-laden tours were planned .
The Elite will appeal to the large
group of riders who want neither an
ultra lightwight track racing bike or a
long distance tourng machine with
extra low gears. The fact that this
group is so large is demonstrated by

Transmission
Chainwheel Set: Shimano 600 EX
170 mm cranks
Chain: DID Gold/Black

Derailleurs: Shimano 600 EX
Freewheel: Shimano Gold finish
cassette type
Gear Levers: Shimano 600 EX Downtube mounting
Wheels
Rims: Modular E 27 x l" Alloy Ukai
Hubs: Shimano Multiple Freehub
alloy small flange
Spokes : 15 gauge rustless 4 cross
pattern
Tyres and Tubes: IRC Super HP 27 x
F" Skin wall. Presta valve tube
Equipment
Pedals: KKT Pro-Vic II Alloy with
reflectors, clips and leather straps
Brakes: Dia Compe 500G
Handlebars: Kasuki Alloy drop type
Handlebar Stem: Kasuki WIN 100mm
reach alloy
Handlebar Covering: Black cloth tape
Saddle: Elina Super Pro
Saddle Pillar: Sugino SP-H Alloy
micro adjust
Rack(s): Not fitted
Frame Mounting Eyelets: Single
Gearing

14
16
19
21
24

52
100.3
87.8
73.9
66.9
X

42
X

70.9
59.7
54.0
47.3

IMPROVED DESIGN FEATURES

o.,ign t.stur•
1.

Wide

comfortable

carry

strap. Tough cordura backing,
2. Large m11n comp•Iment
wrth drawstring and card lock.
3 . Early warning fabric. 4 , Wide

rear mount clips and shock
cord tensioning.
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For your nearest stock,st and catalogues write to
Outdoor Life Pty Ltd . 222a Pac,foc H,ghwav . HORNSBY . NSW 2077

Spokesman Na·2
Touring Eighteen-speed

This machine differs from the other
touring bikes making their appearance in the local market place .
The major difference is that it is not
fully imported from Japan . Its
pedigree is rather more mixed.
The Spokesman No 2 Special Touring takes its name from its Tange No
2 grade chrome moly tubing. The No
2 tubing is about as light as a touring
frame should go without sacrificing
some strength and rigidity . It' s a good
compromise.
The equipment fitted to this well
finished Japanese made frame is an interesting mix of French and Japanese
componentry. There is even an Italian
touch with the superb Selle Italia
suede leather covered anatomic saddle .

though is in dealing with the Sedis
Sport chain on the Ultra 6 freewheel.
Tourers have for some time experimented with narrow six and seven
speed freewheels . On its own the SunTour New Winner freewheel is one of
the best mechanisms developed . It's

just that the extra closeness of the
narrow centred sprockets was
developed for closer gear range racing
applications . On a touring set-up with
bigger jumps between the sprocket
sizes, more precise shifting is required
to select the right gears. the very flexi-

French components make up most
of the transmission. The triple chainwheel set is Stronglight type 99 and is
good quality alloy cotterless. Both
derailleurs are Huret Duopar.
The rear Duopar has at this stage of
its history developed an impressive
record of performance in handling
wide range gearing. On the Number 2
Special its hardly working . With a
low gear of 1: 1 the chain wrap up is
not that great . Where its positive gear
shifting capabilities are needed
29 FREEWHEELING

ble Sedis Sport chain fitted to this
bike exacerbates the problem.
The result is that quite often the
right amount of overshift is not
enough to move the chain onto the
selected gear. Too much overshift
will sometimes result in the chain ·
rrioving over the cog selected and onto
the next one.
This problem doesn't occur when
the equipment is new, and on the
Spokesman is minimised by the
Duopar. The special mechanics of the
Duopar work to keep the derailleur
guide pulley as close to the freewheel
as possible . This minimises any flexibility in the chain and gives good
changing characteristics even under
load.
The fact is that eighteen-speed touring gears offer no greater advantages
over fifteen-speed mechanisms, just
more gears. The important thing on a
touring bike is that it is fitted with a
triple chainwheel set to give a good
set · of usable cruising gears, a few
overdrive type power gears, and most
importantly a few extra low alpine
gears.
The Spokesman Number two has
these, though its gearing range attempts to spread the gears evenly over
the entire range.
. W~eels are another i~portant tourmg item and one which the bike's
designers have not been lacking. To
the excellent wide Araya 27 x 1 ¼
rims are fitted one of the best all
round touring tyres on the market,
the 1 ¼ '' Michelin Sports . These are
made by a French company in of all
places England, giving this bike a truly international pedigree.
On the road the Number Two
Special handled like a comfortable
cruising bike. Unfortunately, the one
thing lacking on this machine was a
good allor rear rack. In order to test
the feel o the bike with rear mounted
load we had to fit a rack. The makers
have indicated that there would only
be minor delays to a buyer wishing to
take delivery of this bike with rack
fitted. Of course there would be an additional cost involved.
The new bike scene is at last
developing to provide for a diversity
of machines for all types of uses. The
touring bike field has been pioneered
by a few specialist dealers such as the
makers of ch1.s ·bike. With time the
field will be as crowded as the light
weight area is now.

Spokesman No 2
Special Touring
jjm

blackburn

TOURING

~~~~~:NcE

Tr~de enquiries to:
Leisure Bikes
P.O. Box 1026
North Richmond 3121
(03) 861 6771
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Suggested Retail Price: $525
Sizes: (cm) 49, 53, 58, 61, 64, 69
Size Tested: 61 cm
Frame: Champion No 2 double butted
chrome moly tubing. Cast dropouts
and fork tips . Brazed-on guides for
brake and gear cables . One set of
brazed-on bidon mounts and screws.
Box welded fork crown. Tange Falcon
head set. Recessed allen key seat bolt .
Head tube angle: 73°
·
Seat Tube angle: 72°

Bottom bracket he~ght: 282 mm
Fork rake: 50 mm
Wheel base: 1050
Chain Stay: 455 mm
Transmission
Chainwheel Set: Stronglight Type 99,
Alloy cotterless triple 170 mm cranks
Chain: Sedis sport
Derailleurs: Front: Huret Duopar,
Rear: Huret Duopar
Freewheel: SunTour New Winner
Ultra 6
Gear Levers: Huret Jubilee Alloy
downtube
Wheels
Rims : Araya 27 x 1 ¼ wide alloy
Hubs : Sunshine Pro-Am alloy low
flange
Spokes : 14 guage rustless 4 cross
pattern
Tyres and Tubes: Michelin Sports, 27
x 1 ¼ gum wall, schrader valve
Equipment
Pedals: KKT Pro-Vic II Alloy, with
reflectors, clips and leather straps
Brakes: Shimano 600 EX
Handlebars : Kasuki Medallion alloy
Pista type
Handlebar Stem: Win alloy recessed
bolt 100 mm reach
Handlebar Covering: Black cloth tape
Saddle: Selle Italia Anatomic Touring,
black leather cover
Rack(s) : Not supplied
Frame Mounting Eyelets: Single
Gearing

13
15
17
20
26
32

52
108.0
93.6
82.6
70.2
X
X

44
91.4
79 .2
69.9
59 .4
45.7
37.1

32
X
X
X

43.2
33.2
27.0

~
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FAT TYRE FANATIC
Bushranger
Malvern Star's off-roader

This bicycle marks something of a
milestone in Australian bicycle industry history. Malvern Star the giant
of Aussie cycling has gone mountain
bike and has put a bicycle onto the
market with a triple chainwheel set.
This is the first time in memory that
Malvern Star has had a triple in its
range and the word is that there's
more to come .

The Bushranger is a bike even old
Ned Kelly would have been pleased to
lend his name to. Its not a cheap bike,
but compared to its previous offering
the Araya (see review Freewheeling
Jan/Mar) it offers e~cellent value for
money.
In appearance the bike has a lot going for it. Its stylish pearl grey paint
work tastefully contrasted by the red

metallic finish Brushranger decals.
Most of the equipment is top class,
but there are a few exceptions.
Ideally a bicycle should be fitted
with components of comparable
quality . The main exception to this
idea on the Bushranger were the
pedals . A machine of its high quality
should have had better pedals fitted .
The low price bracket SR alloy pedals
quickly went out of adjustment and
were not designed to take toe-clips. A
mountain bike is possibly the most
adaptable type of bicycle currently
sold. Any serious rider will need to
have toe clips fitted to retain pedalling efficiency .
The only other place where the
Busbranger was found to be lacking
was the chain . The Shimano Uniglide
chain is too light and flexible for
alpine and off road conditions. The
chain on the test model broke during
a dirt-road section of our test run and
was found to have stretched when rejoined. These problems should not
detract the positive image conveyed
by this bike. The new extra long Dia
Compe cantilevers with cast alloy
levers give the Bushranger possibly
the best braking system of any bike on
the market . Experienced riders should
welcome this feature but the inexperienced should beware of applying•
the extra long brake shoes to the
Araya 26xl. 75 alloy rims too suddenly on rapid descents .
New mountain bike gear changers
from Shimano are featured on . the
Busbranger. The MTB series or Al-11
front and rear derailleurs easily cope
with the triple front chainwheels and
15-speed gears. The ratchet-operating
thumb shifters move so smoothly and
are positioned so conveniently one
wonders why its only now that this
gear control position has become
available .
In fact there are so many positive
things about this bike that rather than
being a separate 'kids' phenomenum
as was BMX, the mountain bike and
its specialist equipment should begin
to make inroads into the conventional
adult cycle market over the remainder
of the 1980s.
Aussie touring will benefit the
most, for with long stretches of dirt"
road between the sealed, this type of
bike is ideally suited for our wide
range of road surfaces. Raised centre
tread tyres are needed to improve on
the high road friction produced by
knobbly tyres . The Mitsuboshi Competion III tyres on the Busbranger
were excellent off the bitumen but a
'drag' around town. The 26'' fat tyres
with firm operating pressures are also
ideal for the shocking city roads the
test bike was ridden over in Sydney.
In all a tremendously enjoyable bike
to ride . If your cycling bas lost its enjoyment some how this bike will help
you regain it - and how!

Malvern Star Bushranger
Suggested Retail Price $615
Sizes (cm) 52, SS, 59cm.
Size Tested 52cm
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BICYCLE PARTS
eMODEL CPS- 1,2,3
eMODEL ASB-1
e MODEL SSB- 1

eMODEL XD911 R
eMODEL ATC .ATCB .ATCG
STCB-08
•MODEL S T ~
~

e MODEL

e MODEL

AB68-K
eMODEL AB6BB-K
eMODEL AB6BG -K

~.-MODELATL
eMODEL XD911F
eRIM CENTER GAUGE

~ eSPOKE WRENCH
(,/ -

/ ,· - 4',1

eMODEL SBC - 1

eMODEL MX -160\( ~

~A:;

eMODEL CRANK STAND

eTRUING STAND

/
'f"r
' ',.I

e MODEL SC - 1

eMODEL AFC -2
·. 0

eMODEL 817

f

eMOD EL W-5

"'

eMODEL ABC - 1

eAERO SPORTING
eMODEL RC -2

~,
,

eCYCLE PILLAR

.....
REPCO
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ecYCLE LODGE

eMODEL 2000,2100,2200,2300

MINOURA CO.,L TD .
1197- 1 GODO ANPACHI GIFU JAPAN
tel(058427) 3131
fax (058427) 7505

*MODEL 826

Trade enquiries:
Repco Cycle Company
25 Hamilton St.,
Huntingdale VIC 3166

An interesting synthesis
Among those people taking close interest in the flood of new Bush Bike
componentry are tandemists. If the
two seater has a real design drawback
it is usually to do with wheels and
braking. The new wave extra 'long
cantilever brakes (DiaCom pe
Shimano both have models) and the
26 x l. 75 rims are being carefu lly
evaluated and eventually we may see
them being put to use on tandems.
The new 26 x l. 75 road tyre with
tread similar to a normal touring type
tyre is exactly the type of tyre a
machine the size of a tandem could
use . The writers of this column are interested in any reader's applications
of this new line of equipment. Send
your photographs or slides to The Fat
Tyre Fanatic, Freewheeling, Box K26,
Haymarket NSW 2000. We will send
you a free copy of the magazine your
photo appears in for your trouble.

What's in a name?

Frame: Tubing - chrome moly,
over size top and down tubes. Brake
cable guides. Mountain bike frame.
Brazed-on gear cable guides down
tube and B/B shell. One set bidon
mounts . Cast forktips and dropouts.
Fully lugged. Cast H / O fork crown.
Tange MA60 headset. Suzue QR seat
bolt.
Head tube angle 69 °
Seat tube angle 70 °
Bottom bracket height 305mm
Fork rake 55mm
Wheel base 1095mm
Chain stay 470mm
Transmission:
Chainwheel set SR Aerox Triple
Alloy 170mm cranks.
Chain: Shimano Uniglide
Derailleurs: Front - Shimano MBT
Rear: Shimano MBT (ALI 1)
Freewheel: Shimano Uniglide
Gear levers: Shimano MBT Thumb
shifter
Wheels
Rims: Araya Alloy 26xl.75
Hubs: Shimano sealed bearing
Small flange alloy
Spokes: 14 gauge 4 cross pattern rustless

Tyres & Tubes: Mitsuboshi Competition III 26x2.125 Skinwall knobble tread. Schrader valve.
Equipment
Pedals: SR SP468
Alloy with refleactor
Brakes: Dia Compe cantilever
Mountain bike type
(X·long block and arm)
Alloy cast brake levers.
Grips: Black Sponge
Handlebars: Chrome moly straight
type
Handlebar stem: SR MT-SlO0 Alloy.
Saddle: Kashimax
Anatomic. Leather cover.
Saddle pillar: SR
Laprade Alloy micro adjust
Racks: Not fitted
Eyelets supplied on dropouts F&R.
Mudguards: Not fitted but clearance
for fitting.
Pump: Not supplied.
Gearing
46
36
26
14
88.6
,69.4
X
17
72.9
57.0
X
21
59.1
46.2
33.2
26
X
37.3
27.0
32
X
30.2
21.9

Australia is an island / continent with
a relatively flat land mass. We have
very few mountains as such and so
the American term Mountain Bike is
not entirely accurate when used here.
Added to this the fact that this new
type of bike is about to receive a farreaching application in the Aussie
outback.
We Aussie Fat Tyre Fanatics prefer
to call these machines 'Bush Bikes'.
In this wide brown land of ours with
many thousands of kilometres of dirt
roads the bike will soon find its home
not in the mountains, but anywhere
there is challenging rough terrain. In
many cases this will be on the
decrepid road systems found in a few
of our major cities like central
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne.
So in order to encourage a uniquely
Australian application and development of this improved bike design,
we will be promoting the term 'Bush
Bike' in future .

FRIMES
Precis ion
,.lshi 022''
Kuwahara
·range os"
AVAILABLE FROM

INNER
CITY
CYCLES
31 GLEBE POINT RD (02) 660 6605
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Start your next to~
at Clarence St Cycler
Cannondale Aluminium
Sport/Touring frame
Cannondale blcycllng accessories have bullt a
worldwlde reputation for lnnontlve, quallty
touring equipment. The Cyclery Is proud to
announce that a selectlon of this superb
cannondale equipment Is now avallable.
A larger selection of the unique Cannondale touring
frame, together with a range of Panniers and Handlebar
Bags, w ill be available soon.
Don't be disappointed, contact us now or mail the
coupon for your copy of the Cannondale brochure.

Cannondale Bottle & Cage
The new Cannondale waterbottle and mount is
the most convenient and practical waterbottle
ava ilable. Look at these unique features:
• Velcro fastening pads let you pick up and replace
the bottle quickly with no awkward fumbling like
conventional cage bottles.
• Exceptionally wide bottle
mouth for easy mixing or adding ice.
• Holds 24 ounces, 25 %
more volume than ordinary
bottles.
• Easily mounted to your
bike's downtub e with a single
screw. (Model for braze on bosses
also available.)

This revolutionary bicycle frame is ideal for long
distance touring, tim e trialing and everything in
between.
Despite a long wheel base that provides touring
stability. the frame is also extremely responsive to
pedalling due to its.remarkable stiffness.
Cannondale selected aluminium to get the
necessary rigidity in a longer wheel base - traditional
steel frames with long wheel bases have always tended
to be 'whippy', thus causing a sluggish, tiring ride.
Now the Cannondale aluminium sport/touring
frame offers you touring performance combined with
respo nsive stiffness.
The Cannonda le ST300 frame offers you:
• Long wheel base - for a stable ride
• Long chainstays - for ample pannier to heel
clearance
• Low bottom bracket - for lower centre of gravity
• Double eyelets on front & rear dropouts
• Down tube lever and waterbottle bosses
• Seatstay rack mounts ana chain hanger
• Oval seatstays

Cannondale Touring Shoes
• The new Cannondale touring shoe offers you
pedalling performance with comfort and good looks.
• Made with breathable nylon upper, padded suede
protection points and rigid sole for efficient pedalling,
but flexible enough for comfort while wa lki ng.

Cannondale Cycling Shorts
Cannondale cycling shorts combine functional
design with smart styling to provide you with the
bicycling performance you need.
·
• Cannondale cycling shorts have a high elastic back
that keeps them from pulling down and shifting while
you ride.
• No crossing seams in the crotch, which has a full
fleece lining and is soft, durable and machine washable.
• M ade in Lycra-Twill for comfort and durability the
shorts also feature large pockets with snap closure and
zippered fly.
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104 Clarence Street, Sydney. Phone 29 4962. Th

rring adventure
y
Shogun 2001, 18 Speed
Touring Model
The performance touring machine available
exclusively from The Cyclery. Fully lugged, double
butted mangaloy frame, complete with Shimano 900
Ex and Deare components and alloy guards and
pannier racks.

Cannondal e cycling shorts combine fun ctional design with smart styling .

Skidlid
Look at these touring features !!

*
*
*
*
*

Carrier and mudguard lugs integrated into frame
design. No need for extra clamps.
Direct frame fixings for gear levers, cable guides,
waterbottle and chain peg.
18 speed, triple crankset for all terrains.
Quick relea se hubs and brakes.
27" x 11/ 8 " alloy high pressure aero rims.
You can start your next touring adventure NOW.
Call us on (02J 29 4962.
Come on in and see us or fill in the coupon to order
any of the above merchandise.
Please remember to tell us your 'head dimension' for
Skid Lid helmet orders.
There is a S2 .00 charge for freight/postage on all
orders, except frame/bike orders which we will send free
anywhere in Australia. We can arrange delivery
anywhere in Australasia.

! complete

Rain Caps -

The bicyclists helmet. This
unique helmet, with its flexible
shell improves stability in angle
impacts that occur in cycling,
while its visco elastic liner
keeps the hard shell from
striking your head. Its light and
ventilated structure will make
your cycling safer and more
pleasurable.

Touring Model - S69.00
White, with visor and eye mirror
Racing Model Black - S59.00
S16.00 In ye 11uw waterproof nylon

r~~~~;~~~~;;~~;;,,7e7t:~~~;--

\:I I am interested in more information on:
c/b D Shogun 2001 D Shorts
D Bottles
D Shoes

D

Frames

[Tick Box)

[Availability of Cannondale sizes subject to receipt of shipment)

Helmet/Head dimension

Shoe Size

Name
Address

touring cyclists' store in the city.

Postcode

Phone
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Below: Near Port Campbell, the Great Ocean
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AGreat Ocean Road
Aguide to one of Australia's best touring routes
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Australia is a land of many spectacular natural features but
nowhere so much visible from a good cycling road as along the
Great Ocean Road in southern Victoria.
In this the first of an occasional series featuring the classic
Aussie touring roads, Ray Peace describes the route and its many
attractions.

Officially, the Great Ocean Road
begins at Eastern View, 55 kilomtres
from Geelong, and ends at Childers
Cove, 30 kilometres from Warrnambool. It was originally built between
1919 and 1932 as a World War One
memorial. The time when we and the
other cyclists we met emoute, chose
to make the trip was fortuitiously six
weeks before and after two significant
events in the history of the Ocean
Road.
Six weeks before, in.mid-November
1982, shortly after the GeelongOtway Century Tour, the 50th anniversary of the Ocean Road was
celebrated under the ceremonial archway at Eastern View. Following New
Year1 the usual holiday season filled
the beach resorts and camp-sites to
capacty . Six weeks later, on 17th
February, fire swept out of the Otway
Ranges down the Benwerrin Road to
surround Lorne, then headed up the
coast through Grassy Creek, Eastern
View, Fairhaven Airey's Inlet and
Anglesea, badly damaging all the
towns and the coastal vegetation.
Although this area may take some
time to return to normal, regrowth
has already begun, and west of Lome
the Ocean road remains as it always
was .
For us, the ride began on a Wednesday morning with the familiar train
trip from Melbourne's Spencer Street
terminal to Geelong, taking just over
an hour. Our bikes, both loaded with
front and rear panniers and a sleepingbag on the rear rack, were carrying all
the essentials and a few luxuries for
five days travel.
We left Geelong's centre at 10.15,
picking up the Princes Highway for
the 8 kilometre run out through Belmont to the Anglesea road junction
south-west of the city . The weather
was warm and clear, with a light
south-westerly breeze. Until Anglesea
is reached the sea is nowhere to be
seen. For the first 18 kilometres, from
the highway to the Torquay road junction, the road undulates in a straight
line through open country, finishing
up with a significant hill just past the
township of Bellbrae. One minor
point of interest en route is the giant
10 metre stubby at Freshwater Creek.
From Torquay junction a more
gradual climb continued for 8
kilometres, mostly through
nondescript scrub, prior to dropping
back to sea level in 2 kilometres and
into the first of the west coast beach
resorts. Angelsea sits in a shallow
valley, with houses built in the scrub
up the slopes on either side. There are
perhaps a dozen shops, three of them
milk bars; -two of them are west of the
river, opposite the waterfront reserve
where we took a short break.
Beyond Anglesea the scenery alters
from the mundane to the spectacular
for the next 75 kilometres. The beginning of it is the climb out of the town
over Point Roadknight, a long haul,
but with a nice view from the top
north-east and south-west along the
coast. From here on the road alter-

The Twelve Apostles near Port Campbell.

nates from running high above the
tide-line on the sheer hill-sides to just
above beach level. After a kilometre
or two adjacent to the breakers we
found ourselves climbing hard to clear
Urquhart's Bluff, then down again
with the next land-mark already in
sight, the Airey's Inlet lighthouse.
The lighthouse survives, unlike the
service station near the river where
we stopped for a minute before
pushing on to Fairhaven, on the next
hill 2 kilometres away . Without pausing this time, we came down onto the
5 kilometre flat section to Eastern
View and that vanished wooden archway, a suitable spot for another
breather and a photo .
Beyond Eastern View the going
became tougher. First, there was a
stiff but scenic climb around a
headland that lead directly into the
deep rock cutting of Broadbent Pass.
The road then m akes a loop inland
around the heavily wooded ravine of
Grassy Creek, coming back to the
coast with another hard climb to
reach the Cinema Point lookout .
From here under the clear sky we
could see with superb clarity back up
the coast as far as the lighthouse.
Then it was back to the beach
again, this time with a sheer cliff on
our right for the first part of the run in
to Lome . At 3.30 we arrived in the
town centre . Lorne was very crowded,
the camping grounds, car-parks,
beaches and pubs full, the shallows of
Loutit Bay crammed with surfers and
swimmers. This was pretty much
what we expected, and after a short
debate about where we were going to
spend the night the ride west continued.
Beyond Lorne was even more wild
and woolly than the first part had
been. No towns, no wide river flats,
only the sheer hillsides (the winding
, road blasted into them) and the sea.
The pattern became familiar after a
while; the river valley, like
Cumberland river 7 kilometres west
of Lorne, around ii bay and down to
beach level to cross the river, then out
again, and up, around the next headland, in this case Mt. Defiance .
While admiring the view back west
we also encountered three cyclists,

heading east for Geelong and enjoying
the tail-wind that kept hitting us on
each of these promontories.
The camp-site at the first of several
possible stopping places, Wye River,
was indisputably full, so we pushed
on with growing tiredness into the
setting sun over the 5 kilometres to
Kennett River, which was similarly
packed. Unimpressed, we took the
shop-keeper's advice and went to
Grey River, which almost fitted the
bill as a perfect camp-site: sheltered,
off-road, enough space for a limited
number of tents, the beach and a
creek for water both at hand . At this
we ground to a halt.
The following morning we stirred
early, and had both bikes ready to roll
by 9 .15 . The day began with a long arduous climb over several kilometres,
ending at Cape Patton, a point with a
view in both directions . Looking west
over the 75 metre cliffs we could see
down to Apollo Bay 20 kilometres
away, and the small part of the hills
around it that had been cleared for farming .
On the narrow and undulating
coastal plain we made good time. At
Skenes Creek, 6 kilometres from
Apollo Bay, we entered the camp-site
and holiday home belt again, an annually occupied extension of the
perennial town we arrived in at 10.30.
We picked up a few odds and ends in _
this distant, somewhat down-market
resort. This place was familiar ground
from another trip a year before, but
what wasn't was the next 50
kilometre section to Laver' s Hill via
Glenaire. Here the Ocean Road leaves
the coast and cuts across the western
end of the Otway Ranges, through the
recently declared Otways National
Park, and including about 20
kilometres of gravel road .
The road from Lavers Hill to Apollo
Bay via Weeaproinah (Victoria's wettest town), and Beech Forest is a lot
easier riding and better quality, but
we were determined to stick to the
Ocean Road . At Point Haley, 3
kilometres south of Apollo Bay, the
road leaves the coast and climbs a 5
kilometre, consistently bottom gear
hill, narrow and bumpy at first but
improving greatly near the top. O11ce
on the ridge the going was relatively
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easy, at !east until we ran ott the tarmac into the gravel.
This happened roughly 10
kilometres from Apollo Bay✓ and the
following 12 kilometres, tnrough a
junction called Cape Horn and on
towards Horden Vale, was undeniably
awful. Fresh gravel had been laid on
some parts while others had turned
into a big dust-bath, and for us this
meant a minor slip for my companion
and much sliding for both of us, particularly on the long descent to the
Aire river.
Beyond the rickety bridge we
skirted the northern edge of the
agricultural but remote river flats
before halting for lunch in the hamlet
of Glenaire at 1.30. However, the
worst was yet to come. We crawled
out of Glenaire on a wide climbing
curve, briefly overlooking the sea
before entering the bush again. The
main problem was that the climb kept
going almost continuously for the entire 21 kilometres to Lavers Hill, hard
work in the sticky 30 degre heat then
prevailing.
In the cleared areas closer to Lavers
Hill there were views to the west,
down to Johanna on the coast, of
steadily increasing range and
magnitude. From the town itself at
the top, at 3.30, we could see a long
way inland but this was less spectacular. The 21 kilometre descent
from Lavers Hill to Lower Gellibrand
on the Gellibrand river made up for
this.
For the first 3 kilometres to Melba
Gully we barely bothered to pedal,
prior to detouring off the road to see
this beautiful rain-forest reserve, with
it's waterfalls, tree ferns and glow
worms, and at one time the site of the
southernmost railway station in
mainland Australia. The highest
point on this road is actually further
along, at Wangerrip, and the
panorama from under the microwave
tower is impressive: Moonlight Head
close at hand on the right, and a long
view right down to Capt Otway opposite.
After the final hair-raising descent
from the Moonlight Head look-out to
the Gellibrand river, we tumead off
down the old Ocean Road for
Princetown. The deviations of the old
Ocean Road from the course of the
present one appear several times in
this section, but in this case I happened to know that the Old Ocean Road
followed the river to Princetown
while the new one went over a few
horrendous hills.
The drawback is that the old road is
gravel and pretty rough with it. The
first 5 kilometres were merely rocky,
but after this our speed increased until the last kilometre before the main
road, where wall-to-wall corrugations
reduced it to a crawl. By 6 pm we
were in the caravan park at
Princetown, at $1 each for the night
because the owner recognized my
blue-and-gold club T-shirt, worn
when 8 of us stoppead a night here in
January, 1982.
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The 500 metre track to the camping
ground is also abysmally corrugated,
and includes one of the most decrepit
bridges over the river I've ever crossed. On the third morning we traversed
it a second time on our way to see one
of Victoria's most spectacular stretches of coast, the 32 kilometres of
Port Campbell National Park between
Princetown and Peterborough.
The bike was now much lighter
with much of the food gone, and the
small front panniers had been ditched
into the big rear Karrimors. The day
was shaping up to be warm and clear,
and the breeze having turned southeast was actually a tail-wind. After
winding up fairly quickly from the
marshy flats and sand-dunes of
Princetown we found ourselves crossing the long rises and falls of the sandstone country, and before long made
our way to the justifiably famous
cliffs.
Our first stop was the 12 Apostles,
although we were only able to count
11 of the weirdly shaped stacks on
either side of the look-out on the
headland. The soft morning light
brought out the colours of the rock
superbly. Our next halt to the west
was Loch Ard Gorge, a location which
in fact contains half a dozen points of
interest and merits a good look at
them all.
The Gorge itself is best known for
the tragedy that took place outside it
on the foggy night of June 1st 1878.
The clipper ship Loch Ard hit nearby
Muttonbird Island and broke up,
drowning all but one seaman and a
lady passenger out of 54 aboard; the
survivors were lucky enough to be
swept thrugh the 30 metre entrance of
the gorge and took refuge in a sea-

Strength

Speed

cave.

Today over 100,000 visitors a year
walk down the steps to the sandy
floor of the gorge, peer at the lonely
graves of the victims on the west side,
and wander further along to see Muttonbird Island, the Blow Hole and the
aptly named Thunder Cave. After
crossing the dip over the Sherbrooke
river we contiued on our undulating
way to Port Campbell, pausing briefly
en route to chat to two passing
cyclists.
Port Campbell, a deep cleft in the
sandstone where a small river flows
out, a fishing port, the only natural
harbour of note between Geelong and
Portland, is also a compact and pretty
beach resort. We had a mid-morning
cuppa under the tall Norfolk pines
that line the seaward side of the main
street. From here the 13 kilometre
run to Peterborough began with a 1
kilometre haul back up to cliff top
leve~ _o n a newly surfaced section.
This part of the Ocean Road is
generally of good quality and of
reasonable width, apart from a short
run about to be re-done west of Port
Campbell and the Curdies river
bridge.
With Peterborough's water tower
providing a visible target to aim for"

Grace

The result
of Sugino's
technological
achievement.

Sugino

To celebrate the invention of the
safety bicycle 100 years ago and its
progress into the era of air and
space technology, Sugino Cycle Industries of Osaka Japan has released a special never to be repeated
collections edition - The Guines.

A privilege offer to
celebrate 100 years
of bicycle
technology

Hand made by skmed technicians in a limited edition of 1000
sets world wide very Guines is individually engraved with its own
production number.
In addition, each owner will
have h is or her name registered at
the Sugino head office in a special
commemorative roll .
Each set is checked for quality at
every stage of production and is
made from the finest titanium and
duralumin materials .
Due to the high quality and
limited release each Guines will
appreciate in value making it a unique collector's opportunity.
The Guines limited collectors
edition is fully guaranteed by
Sugino Cycle Industries and backed with full after sales service by
its distributor in Australia, Hanley
Trading Pty Ltd, and your
specialist bicycle dealer.
The technical features of this set
include: Titanium and duralumin
materials used throughout; bottom
bracket set is precision made using
fully sealed bearings and titanium
axle; aerodynamic shape relegates
this crank set to the domain of industrial art; special TORX sockets
guarantee perfect fastening and
minimal tool damage for the life of
the equipment.
To purchase or inspect the
Guines each set in its own velvet
lined presentation case, complete
the coupon or phone t h e
distributor direct to obtain the address of your neares t specialist
Guines bicycl e dealer.
The velvet lined case and tools
are included in the total cost of
$590.

,------ - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
Please contact me personally to arrange for my private inspection of the limited
edition Guines.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I'
IL __________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Postcode._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~

elephone no. (business hours)

.

.
1

I
I

----------1'

Post to or phone the sole distributor of the Guines Australian allocation:
Hanley Trading Pty. Ltd., 27 Raymond Ave, Matraville, NSW 2036. Phone (02)
666 9675
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• Carries up to three bikes with complete safety
• Extension bar for ladies bikes included
• Car registration plate is not affected

RUBBER PROTECTION STRIPS

~-----

--0

• One bolt fitting method - no
drilling necessary
• The Custombu ilt Bike Carrier fits
to the existing towbar. Remove
the towing ball and fit the mounting bar under the towbar, or
above if convenient. •
• TOW TRAILER OR CARAVAN
AT THE SAME TIME

~--

• Instruction leaflet supplied with
unit for easy assembly.

• AVAi LABLE FROM
BICYCLE SPECIALISTS
Manufactured by
Leisure Cycles
also manufacturers of
Australian made frames
and manufacturers of:

CYCLES
FOR OUTLET ENQUIRIES
VIC/TAS:
NSW:
QLD:
S.A.:
W.A.:

(03)
(02)
(07)
(08)
(09)

793
602
376
268
445

3150
4445
4544
9044
1466

Leisure Cycles of Australia Pty L"td
Regency Park S.A. Tel: (08) 268 9044.
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we charged along, apart from an inevitable stop at the low double arch of
London Bridge. At about 11 am we
dropped down into the sand-dunes
again to cross the Curdies River very
very slowly and so into Peterborough.
Having made good time, it was still
too early for lunch, so we continued '
chugging along the coast road to the
Bay of Islands. We parked our bikes in
the parking area and took a wander
along the foreshore to admire the
view. While we were doing so we
bumped into another tourist w:ho was
doing much the same thing as part of
a fishing trip; his name was Malcolm
Fraser, remember him!
We turned inland here and left the
sandstone bluffs for the last time. The
temperature, humidity and tail-wind
were all rising as we climbed gently
through Nirranda South and then
turned west for Nirranda itself, where
we invaded the shady grounds of the
local school for lunch. When we
resumed, at 2 pm, we missed the last
5 kilometres to Childers Cove by tur- ·
ping north to Nullewarre. We promptly got off the main road again by taking a quiet, sealed back-road for the 6
kilometres to Mepunga East, then rejoined it for an uneventful 13
kilometre flight to Allansford, where
the Peterborough road joins the
Princes Highway.
A short 10 kilometres with a few
hills, mostly on divided road, brought
us into Warrnambool, the largest city
in the south-west with about 23,000
inhabitants. Being a Friday afternoon
it was busy, and being January we
again had difficulty finding a campsite in the city. However, despite it's
size Warr_nambool has a lot to see in a
compact area.
On the way in we dropped off to
walk around the gardens of the Fletcher Jones plant, which are maintained by the staff in an immaculate state.
After stting up camp and cooking dinner I used the long summer evening to
look at several other things : the
mouth of the Hopkins River, Thunder
Point and Lady Bay, then out the
north side of town to see the
Wollaston suspension bridge, built in
1899 as · the entrance to a private
estate and now classified by the National Trust.
The following morning, under a
grey sky and drizzle, we also took a
wander through Flagstaff Hill, the
popular maritime museum which
contains the old lighthouse, and also
the cannons and fortifications built to
defend Warrnambool against a Russian invasion.
The train to
Melbourne, 270 kilometres away, in
accordance with the recent improvements in Vic Ril services was
one of the new orange trains, left on
time and arrived back at Spencer
Street late in the evening five minutes
early.
With only two bikes we experienced no problems with the too-small
guard's vans on these trains that
larger gorups sometimes have. In
retrospect, I and my friend Howard

were fortunate that we were able to
see the entire length of the Great
Ocean Road as it was before it's twin
ordeals by fire and flood. The trip is
still well worth making, for by the
spring, regrowth will cover the floral
damage and the ruined homes will
rise again. The Ocean Road will be as
beautiful as ever.

Accommodation
For the cyclist travelling the Great
Ocean Road accommodation is likely
to be a two-man tent somewhere on
the rear of the bike, although it may
be possible with good local
knowledge and planning to do it as a
pub trip off-peak. The main peak
period for the Ocean Road are the five
weeks from Christmas through New
Year to the end of January, and to a
lesser extent the three long week-ends
in Victoria in late summer and early
autumn: Australia Day, on or near to
January 26th, Labour Day, usually the
second Monday in March, and Easter
in late March or April. At these times
finding a desirable spot to put up a
tent in the major resorts may be difficult, though usually not impossible.
Running as I did from east to west,
Anglesea has one large camping
reserve on the foreshore, the turn-off
being on the right from the main road
just before the shopping centre. This
reserve has all facilities and beach access, and is well sheltered by ti-tree
scrub. Although there are several
spots between Airey's Inlet and
Eastern View where a tent could be
put up for the night on the road-side, •
the next official campsite is at Lorne,
13 kilometres from Anglesea and 69
kilometre from Geelong.
The Lorne reserve is sandwiched in
a narrow strip beside the St . George
River between the Ocean Road and
the sea, and Lorne being the most
popular resort on the Ocean Road it
becomes very crowded during summer. In the 45 kilometre section to
Apollo Bay a much wider range of
stopping places is available, although
in some of them facilities are limited
to non-existent. Cumberland River
has a small caravan park on the small
area of flat ground behind the road
bridge.
However, like the fully equipped
caravan parks at Wye River and Kennett River, 7 and 12 kilometres distant respectively, it would be fairly
exposed in one of the southerly blows
common on this coast. All but one of
these camp-sites are fairly large, with
at least one hundred sites and with
on-site vans available, though the
cost of van hire for one or two people
would probably be high at certain
periods of the year.
Beyond Kennett River two smaller
camping areas are located at Grey
River and Carrisbrooke River, on
either side of Cape Patton. Both have
space for roughly 20 tents each and no
amenities, apart from water from the
adjacent creek, requiring boiling prior
to human consumption. As neither
are under the direct control of

(rff ~:JTirlIllI D ~ 4-i
For anything
and everything
to do with cycling

Apollo World of Wheels Dealer
Good Equipment at Good Prices
Bikes
Apollo Ill
Apollo II
The all new Apollo 3. 5
Malvern Star XX on
super special at $295
Apollo 1 8 speeds
back in stock

Accessories
.Dalyte Touring Helmets
Full range of touring tyres,
lights, gears, clusters, bidons,
mittens, rims, brakes and tools.
Bike racks + Car racks
Baby seats + bags.

Expert repairs and tur,ing
Shimano 105 now in stock

CHAMPION CYCLES
ST MARYS
59 QUEEN ST .
ST . MARYS
N.S.W . 2760 .
(02) 623 1157

At three convenient locations
PENRITH
BAUL KHAM HILLS
CNR . RILEY & HENRY STS .
PENRITH
N.S.W . 2750 .
(04 7) 31 3522

4 OLIVE ST .,
BAULKHAM HILLS
N.S.W. 2153
(02) 639 4964
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anybody even in summer, occupancy
is a matter of pot luck; however, Grey
River in partic;ular is well sheltered
and secluded from the road .
In the Apollo Bay area caravan and
camping reserves can be found in or
n ear to the town centre, and also at
Skene's Creek, opposite the junction
of the Colac road 6 kilometres to the
east, and on either side of the mouth
of the Barham river south of the town.
While the sports reserve on the right
here is obviously under council control, cycle-tourists should also note
that if they camp in the foreshore
scrub beyond it on the left they will
also be charged the following morning
by a local ranger, probably too much
considering the low-grade facilities
available.
There are no supervised camping
area s past Apollo Bay until
Princetown is reached, 87 kilometres
to the west, although there are several
accessible by making deviations of up
to 20 kilometres from the Ocean
Road. Within the confines of the Otway National Park one no-frills camping ground is located at the mouth of
Stony Creek, on the coast between
Storm Point and Cape Otway. A
sim ilar spot can also be found on the
road from 'Cape Horn' to Beech
Forest at the Aire River crossing. A
camping reserve also exists at Johanna, on the coast between Glenaire

and Lavers Hills, but to reach it in volves a 5 kilometre descent and 7
kilometre climb on gravel from the
sealed Ocean Road .
Princetown camping reserve suffers
slightly from having the nearest (and
only) shop 1 kilometre away on a hill
and being rath er open t o the
elements, but it is also cheap and conveniently close to the scenic attractions of Port Campbell National Park
to the west. Port Campbell itself is
considerably more popular, as the
camping ground is located in the town
centre next to the river, with two
milk bars, and pub and a safe swim m ing beach within 5 minutes walking
distance.
·
This camp-site or the two at Peterborough, 13 kilometres away, are convenient for the western end of the National Park, containing The Arch, The
Crown of Thorns and the well known
London Bridge. Beyond the end of the
Ocean Road at Ch~lders Cove, where
camping would be possible but not
very approved of, the City of Warrnambool, with half a dozen su ch
reserves, would be the next convenient stopping place . Unfortunately,
this area is popular in summer, and
the very commercial camping areas
between Lady Bay and Lake Pertobe
get extremely crowded and charge
like car repairers . Warrnambool can

You don't know what
you're missing._
.. _
until you ·ve ridden a EUROPA cycle.
Whether you are touring, racing or
commuting. Europa has all the features
you are looking for in a ready made
bike.
We also supply a full range of
accessories for the discerning
bike rider. with brands such as
Campagnolo, Sun Tour. Shimano,
Dura Ace. Sugino. Coinage. Cinelli,
Saronni. Stronglight. plus many more.
Hand-built lightweight touring and racing frames
are our specialty.
Contact

David Jenkins
EUROPA CYCLES
179 High Street Prahran
t50 metres trom Chapel Street!

Telephone 1031529 3752
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or
John Abeni
' EUROPA CYCLES
400 Anzac Pa rade Kingsford N.S.W
Telephone (021 663 3644

be a pain at this time of year on a tigh t
budget.
The alternative that avoids this,
assuming that time and riding
distance available can cover it, is to
camp outside the city. As there is
nothing within cooee east or north-est
of the city, this effectively means
Koroit or Port Fairy, 14 and 29
kilometres west of W arrnambool
respectively. Koroit's reserve is
relatively well sheltered by a good
tree cover and Tower Hill, but the
camping ground at Port Fairy is·fairly
exposed on the foreshore.
However, Port Fairy has a 56 bed
YHA Hostel at 8 Cox Street, the only
Youth Hostel on the west coast since
the closure of the associate Hostel at
Lavers Hill in 1981.
Pubs offering accommodation are to
be found in the major town~ from
Geelong down to Apollo Bay, such as
Anglesea and Lorne, the Airey's Inlet
pub was burnt to the ground, but is
being rebuilt. West of Cape Otway
they become rather sparse, the only
pubs beyond Apollo Bay on or near
the Ocean Road are at Port Campbell,
inland at Curdie Vale and Warrnambool. A pub trip therefore entails
covering a minimum distance of 105
kilometres in one day through the
toughest part of the Otways, a proposition which many cyclists m ay
wish to consider carefully.

Cumberland
Cycles
Precision builders of
tailored frames
and cycles
Stockist of
an extensive range
of touring equipment

468 Goodwood Rd.,
Cumberland
·Park
Adelaide
S.A.
'Phone
(08)
2716550
srRA_JT

The
Geelong-Otway Century
Of the various 100 mile or kilometre 'Century' tours run in
Victoria the Geelong-Otway 100 mile 'Century' has the virtue of
being one of the best organized, best attended and scenically attractive. The Great Ocean Road between Anglesea and Lorne
includes some of Victoria's best coast-line, rugged but relatively
easy riding and incredibly beautiful. Ray Peace went along on the
'82 _tour and has filed this report.
The Tour was rust run m October
1980 as part of the City of Geelong's
'Springding' festival, and caught on as
an endurance challenge to cy~letourers and racers alike. At first light
on October 31st 1982 I left my home
in the Dandenongs in the car, the bike
in the back seat, to collect a fellow
cyclist in Croydon . With two bikes in
the back the trip to Geelong, through
the suburbs and down the inter-city
freeway, took 1 ½hours.This is what
almost all Melbourne cyclists who
went on the ride did, for there are no
trains to Geelong on a Sunday morning that arrive before the scheduled
start time of 9 a.m.
At 8.45 in South Barwon Park,
beside the river of the same name,

over 300 cyclists were busily registering, cha uing and checking their
bikes. Most of them were racers, but
the major touring clubs were there:
Knox, Eastern and Melbourne, plus a
few from the Tandem Club, and
Geelong Cycle Touring Club in force
on their home ground. Due to the
large numbers involved a series of
mass starts were organized .
A succession of packs, the biggest
numbering over 80, left Geelong on
the main Princes Highway through
Belmont and. headed south on the
Anglesea road. A get'1tle but persistent
head-wind made itself felt; although
sunny it was cool, and the patchy sky
made a few showers seem likely. The
road itself undulated moderately as

/
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far as Hellbrae, where a large uphill
preceded the Torquay road junction.
The remaining 11 kilometres to
Anglesea and steady climbing followed by a 2 kilometre descent to sealevel in the town itself.
A few riders took a break here at
10.30, but the slip-streaming majority
kept right on going. After the m1tia1
climb over Point Roadknight came
the most enjoyable 30 kilometres of
the ride. For the run to Airey's Inlet
the road clung to the hillside above
the breakers, with a cotinuing
panoramic view of the mountains yet
to come, and Lorne far ahead .
No-one stopped in Airey's Inlet or
Fairhaven, where the road dropped
down to the beach front for the 7
kilometres to Eastern View. This was
where the Great Ocean Road officially
started, with a ceremonial arch-way
and a stand of pines lining the road.
The 50th anniversary was celebrated
on this spot a few weeks later. It was
followed by the short climb through
Broadbent Pass, a short wiggle inland
along the ravine of Grassy Creek and a
second climb around Cinema Point
and it's look-out.
A brief shower swept over us as the
road dropped down to the cliff-edge
again for the 6 kilometre section into
Lorne. The road was narrow, but only
carrying light traffic. Between 11.45
and 12.30 the majority of the riders
pulled up in the foreshore car-park,
had their numbers checked, had
lunch and set off again, with 94
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1-ieadlights for bikes!
IKU have developed a special Halogen lalll)
for the low voltage of a bicycle dynamo.
/
1
This new Iightweight headlamp is fitted
vvith a double parabolic reflector &
special lens for greater light deviation.
~asured over a distance of 1Dl\
the IKU lamp produces a
light intensity of 10 lux.

/Ii .
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Protected against peak voltage
by 2 'Zener' diodes -has
extremely long life.
Easy to replace existing lalll).
Total VI.eight only 65 grms
(normal headlalll) 135 grmsf
Fully adjustable

A normal headlalll)
gives 3-5 lux.

Macie in Holland.

Oterall diameter 75nm

The IKU lamp produces twice as
much light as a normal headlalll).

trade inquiries ·contact:

P.O. Box 930 Canberra City ACT 2601 Phone: 48 8911

PEDLAR

GUARDIAN HELMETS
NOW AVAILABLE SMALL AND LARGER SIZES
Size ranges: Small 51 - 54, Med 55 - 58, Large 59 - 62
Centi meters.
Guardian Helmets are manuractured to Australian Standard AS2063,
Licence No . 632. Trade enquiries (03) 529 3670. Country and interstatl! dealers call reverse charges.
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kilometres to go. There weren't any
problems with food or drink in this
well-known beach resort, and the
organizers had considerately set up a
drink stand at the check-point.
Lorne nestles tightly around Loutit
Bay and only three roads lead in or out
of the place. The surrounding hills
make it a 1st class fire-trap in summer, as proven on 'Black Friday', 13th
January 1939, and two February days,
in 1968 and this year. The 'Century'
riders took the Benwerrin road, which
climbs continuously for 10 kilometres, from the beach-front to the
crest of the Otways. The cool southwesterly wind died temporarily under
the thick tree cover, and everyone
was slowed down for a while by the
long grade.
Some unoffocial refreshments were
waiting at the crest, and for a while
the road was strewn with orange
peels . The excellent downhill to the
town of Dean's Marsh was offset a little by the fact that there was no water
to be had when we got there. At this
point, following the little route-signs
nailed to strategic power-poles, we
took a long loop. to the north-west,
almost to Birregurra, then picked up
the start of the long, townless, 37
kilometre haul to Moriac.
From here on, the rising southwesterly breeze came into it's own for
us as a phenomonal tail-wind home.
'The course followed ran parrallel to
the Princes Highway 5 kilometres to
the north, but for much of it the
scenery remained the same: the road
traversing rolling hills, the forested
ranges to the s~mth, open country
north. The only significant obstacles
were the crossing of Worrebete Creek
near the Winchelsea road, a rickety,
wheel-swallowing bridge in a deep
dip, and the brief detour around Wurdiboluc reservoir.
By 4 pm the tail-enders had reached
Moriac, and many riders had already
turned off at the next little route-sign
down the Mt . Duneed road 3
kilometres further on . These arrows
not only indicated which way to go,
but also had the distance remaining
printed on them. This cross-country
route kept us off the highway, and
after 6 kilometres reached the
familiar Anglesea road, with the
finish 11 kilometres away .
At 5.30 all but a few rear-guards
were back in South Barwon Park, or
already homeward bound. Everyone
got a small red and blue certificate to
prove they had done it, and the northbound lanes of the Geelong freeway
were crowded with bike-festooned
vehicles . The faces of those still coming in were tired but smiling, and the
big truck employed as a 'sag-wagon'
did_ very little collecting.
One official kept wandering around
taking names and addresses, and askmg everyone, 'Would you be mterested in coming again next year?'
Although the fires in Feburary may
have altered some aspects of the
route, it seems likely that a great
manv will.

TheSydney to the g'ong
Bicycle Tour 1983
The · Second Annual Freewheeli~gSydney to the 'Gong Bicycle Tour.

money order you will be sent a rider's information package. This will contain the Information brochure, Map and your ride card .
On the morning of the ride you will need to
present your card at the Freewheeling stand
in Belmore Park to pick up your patch. All
packages will be sent out after the entry
closing date .

This year's Sydney to the 'Gong Tour will
take place on Sunday 20th November starting at Belmore Park (opposite Central
Railway) at 8 a.m. rain or shine. The ride is
sponsored as a community service by
Freewheeling magazine.
The course is over a varied terrain. Riders
will travel through stark city scapes, outer
suburbs, eucalypt scrub and rainforest,
along the most spectacular coastal road in
New South Wales to finish at Wollongong.
Riders will start and finish at Belmore
Park opposite Central Railway. The State
Rail Authority will get riders and their
bicycles back from Wollongong to the starting point.
All participants will be required to fill in
the entry form and sign the release provided. The cost for all riders is $8.50 which includes Rail Fare for rider and bicycle back
to Sydney, Information brochure and Route
map, Commemorative cloth patch, Devonshire Tea at Audley and all mailing and
handling charges. The cost for children,
pensioners and students is $6.50.

The Route
The distance from Belmore Park to
Wollongong is 85 km and our last train
leaves Wollongong at 5 .25 p.m. giving
riders almost 9 ½ hours to complete the
route . The event is a bicycle tour and is not
a race, so participants will be encouraged
to enjoy themselves and the wonderful countryside they will be travelling through. Not
counting stops, the average speed needed
to complete the course is 9km/hr so even
kids will be able to participate and enjoy
the ride. However, because of the distance
involved a minimum age limit .of nine years
has been set. If you feel this is unfair and are
prepared to bear full responsibility for your
under 9 year old child, please contact ride
organizers to make special entry arrangements.

Riders Package
When you have completed the entry form
and mailed it along with your cheque or

Safety and Breakdowns
The prime concern of the ride organizers is
to .e nsure that all participants safely corn-

plete the event. Read and sign the safety
declaration on the entry form .
Arrangements are made to ensure that the
ride has competent first aid staff travelling
with support vehicles.
Travelling repair service vehicles and
riders will be available, and will deal with
riders' mechanical problems. The main purpose of this service will be to keep bicycles
on the road and moving.
The repair service is provided primarily
as an emergency measure. Vehicles and
mechanics are generously provided by a
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ENTRY FORM

Entri~s close last post on Friday, November 4.

Read this first.
One entry form per person. Phone 264 8544 if you need more entry
forms or use photocopy. Be sure you print carefully and legibly. All
entrants under 17 must provide a signature from either parent or
guardian. An amergency contact name and phone number must be
provided. Please send cheque, money order, or fill in the Bankcard
authorisation.
· Please Print ·

Entrant's last name

Entrant's first name

postcode

Entrant's age .. ........ years

For concession please state:
Entrant's DSS Pension No ..... .... .. .
or Entrant's Student Rail Concession No ... ...... ... .

I would like to be a ride marshall

D

I will not reauire return bike/rail fare back to Sydney after tl!.e
ride . (Deduct $4.00 rail fare from entry lee .)

D

I will be travelling to Sutherland from Wollongong on the first
train Sunday morning and will register at Audley.
If you are 17 or under this section must be signed by your Parent or
Guardian.
I certify that I am the Parent/Guardian of

who is ______ years of age and that he/she has my permission
to participate in the said ride.
state

Emergency contact's name

TELEPHONE: (02• 264 8544

Entrant's telephone no.

Entrant's street and number

Entrant's locality

OZBIKE TOURS
BOX K509 HAYMARKET NSW 2000

Phone number.
Riding
Static

0
D

I will be accompanying __________ riders in my vehicle .
Please send me a driver information package .
D
I enclose $3.00 to cover costs.
(Drivers should complete personal details section of entry form.)

Signature __________________Parent/Guardian
Declaration: (1) I, the undersigned, in consideration of and as a condition of
acceptance of my entry in the event the Freewheeling Sydney to the 'Gong
Bike Tour 1983 for myself my heirs executors and administrators hereoy
waive a ll and any claim right or cause of action which might otherwise have
for or arising out of loss of my life or injury damage or loss of any description
whatsoever which I may suffer or sustain m the course of or consequent upon
my entry or participation in the said event.
.
2) This waiver release and discharge shall be and operate separately m
1avour of all persons corporations and bodies involved or otherwise engaged
in promoting or staging the event and the servants agents representatives and
olticers of any of them and includes but is not limited to Ozbike Tours
Freewheeling Australia Publications, Ride Sponsors National Parks and
Wildlife Service, medical and para-medical practitioners and personnel,
police officers and shall so operate whether or not the loss injury or aamage is
attributable to the act or neglect of any one or more of them.
(3) I realize that not only is !lie integrity of the sport of cycling al slake when I
ride the said tour but also the lives and personal safety of myself and other
riders. I will heed traffic regulations, listen lo the advice of lour organizers
and fEI marsha lls :s, and help make the Freewheeling Sydney to the 'Gong
Bike lour a great event for all .

Signed (entrant)

Continued overleaf.

number of community spirited bicycle
shops. For safety sake we suggest you take
your bicycle to them for a checkover before
the ride. Some of these vehicles will have
parts and accessories for sale during the
ride should you need spares.
A limited sag wagon service will be
ava ilable only for justifiable needs
(breakdown or accident). If you are simply
tired you will receive last priority.
A commemorative cloth patch will be
distributed to participants only. Extrps will
not be available after the ride.

Wollongong Riders
Residents of the 'Gong wishing to do the
complete tour are advised to make their
journey to Sydney the day before, as the
earliest possible train on Sunday morning
does not reach Central in time for the start of
the ride.
Wollongong riders should make their own
travel arrangements to Sydney and will pay
a reduced entry fee (less bike/rail fare). If
you wish to catch the early train on Sunday
morning will need to notify your intentions
on the entry form (so that sufficient accommodation can be made in advance for your
bikes), and join the ride at Sutherland.
A registration desk will be set up at
Audley from 9 a.m. onwards for the use of
Wollongong and Sydney riders who miss the
start at Belmore Park.
Personal Details
As the event is a day tour, it is expected that
· riders will be able to carry any personal
gear and lunch etc they may bring along .
No provision has been made to carry participants' luggage, so only bring what can
be comfortably carried on your bike.
Morning tea will be provided at Audley
but riders will need to bring lunch, or buy
some along the route. The info sheet will list

all shops and water stops. A lunch stop will
be selected where riders can congregte and
eat fonch together.
Registration
To participate you must fill in and sign the
.!l.l!-t!Y form and J?OSt to Fr_eewheeling ~ith __
your fee. Entries will close Friday November
5 and all entries posted after that date will
be returned with refund . This year's tour will
be limited to a maximum of 1000 riders and
even though this number is not expected to
be filled, early action will ensure your place,
as late demand for entry is strong.

Ozbike Tours
This year's tour is being organized in conjunction with Freewheeling by Ozbike
Tours, a firm established as a result of last
year's 'Gong tour to organize bicycle tours.

'
The clown team caused quite a stir at this year's
London to Brighton ride in the UK.

Team Prize
A special prize of four bicycle safety helmets
will be g iven to the best team to appear on
the ride . Fortunately the Tandem Trike
Gorillas will not be making their appearance on this year's ride .
The Ride Needs You
To keep the ride safe we need your help. Ef-

fective marshalling is essential and we will
need on the day responsible people both
riding and static. Why not ask a friend/
relative to help?
Please volunteer to be a marshal!, by filling in the section on the entry form and help
ensure a safe ride. All marshalls will be asked to meet for briefing during November.
Briefings will be held in Sydney and
Wollongong .
We ask all riders to co-operate with the
organizers and marshalls to ensure a safe
ride for all. It's also good tactics to be polite
to all road users - please remember we are
trying to attract people to cycling not put
them off.

Vehicles
Official ride support vehicles will be accompanying tour on the day and for the
safety of the riders we aim to keep vehicle
activity to a minimum. If you must be accompanied by a motor vehicle with family or
friends please order a Drive Safety Kit with
your registration.
These kits include route, map and alternative route suggestions (remember Lady
Carrington Drive will be closed to vehicles)
a tour information brochure and car sticker,
plus driver safety check list
For safety
reasons the number of such vehicles has to
be limited . Preference will be given to
vehicles associated with groups of riders
rather than individuals.
Cancellations
The following will apply for refunds on
cancellations. Up to closing date of entry
forms (November 4) a full refund will be
given. After entries close, no refund will be
given. If you are suddenly unable to come
on the day you may give a friend your ride
card and info sheet to use in your place.

~Y..dneY.. to the 'Gong Bike Tour '83
I have enclosed my entry fee of $8.50 per person ($6.50 child
pensioner/student) by:
Cheque D
Money Order D
Bankcard D
made payable to Freewheeling Sydney to the 'Gong Bike Tour.

ut onsat,on

[IJ]DJ I 111
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Avoid the last minute rush and post your
entry today to:

Freewheeling
SYDNEY TO THE 'GONG BICYCLE TOUR
'83

P.O. BOX K26
HAYMARKET NSW 2000
Entries close last post en Friday, November 4.
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Blackburn low-rider racks
Astute observers of the International
Cycle Touring scene will have by now
noticed that there is emerging a
distinctive style of touring for each
country or region where it is developing.
Sometimes this is created in
response to physical conditions and
nowhere is it more apparent than in
the way bicycle travellers carry their

equipment on their bicycles.
Traditionally the saddle bag is the
main type of bike bag used in the UK.
Distances are not great between
populated centres and accommodation is widespread, varied and cheap.
Camping out is less common and
though it is becoming more popular
by choice, the need to camp is not
considered as great as for example in
.
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Above: Jim Blackburn
displays the optimum
load carrying set-up
determined by his
research. Right : The low
.rider rack. Far Right : T he
low rider rack fitted to an
existing front rack to give
extra load carrying
capacity.
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Australia.
To travel certain areas of this country requires camping out, as often
there is no accommodation available
or shelter provided. Certainly· in the
more populated areas this is not
necessary but as the touring sce_n e has
devel9ped from its early days, long
journeys of exploration have always
required the bicyclist to camp out.
·
·
need be.
Carrying one' s house on a bicycle
requires a far greater bag capacity than
for a day tour and so the standard lqng
distance touring kit seen in this country, has been front and rear bags on
sturdy steel racks.
In the USA shorter distances have
had an influence on the standard US
kit of rear bags and handlebar bag
only.
A few years back an American
designer Jim Blackburn began
manufacturing aluminium racks of
welded aircraft alloy rod. His rear and
front racks were soon well accepted
by touring enthusiasts who were trying to lighten the overall weight of
their machines.
The idea snowballed and the
Blackburn alloy rack has become
almost an industry standard with
many imitators, just as the Karrimor
steel pannier rack had become years
before .
With his success in alloy rack
manufacture providing a strong
background, Jim Blackburn went
back to the drawing board to look at
the stability of a loaded bike and to
find ways to improve his original
designs .
The result was the tirst modem day
research project aimed at solving
some of the problems of the bicycle's
load carrying abilities.
Four panniers and a handlebar bag
were loaded with 33 kg of sand and
tried in 17 different load carrying
po~ition combinations .
'
The main outcome of this study
was the eventual development of the
low rider front rack.
The basic assumption is that the
lower the weight, the lower the centre
of gravity, and the better the handling. Interestingly enough Blackbum
and his research associates found that
the rear low position destabilizes
handling. This is because the bags
have to be mounted so far behind the
normal position to provide adequate
heel clearance that they create a
whiplash effect.
My test of the low rider racks came
after years of touring with standard
front panniers. I was well adjusted to
the solid dampening effect on front
end handling as I usually stored
heavier 'service' items such as tool
· bag, cooking gear and tent in front
bags. This meant that my rear bags
contain only clothes and food supplies . This provides for an excellent
distribution of load over both axles .
The addition of the low rider racks,
plus larger than usual front bags
~eant that mv bike's stability was
improved at the same time as my load
47 FREE WHEELING

carrying capacity was increased. The
low rider position without a doubt
improves handling and load distribution.
The Blackburn racks come with
well written and detailed mounting
instructions. Good documentation is
rare in the bicycle industry so in all
respects Blackbum is leading the
world in bicycle product design.
The only mounting problem I encoutered was what to do with
mudguard fixing. As my bike did not
have double eye1ets and as none of
Blackburn racks have provision for
mudguard mounting, I found I hao to
improvise the mounting of my double
stay guards.
It is important to fit the main rack
stays contacting the fork or dropout
eyelet with the mudguard stay on the
outside. Only one mudguard stay is
recommended on each fixing bolt.
My second stay was titted to a topof-the-rack mounting bolt.
It is also recommended to run a
straight edge across the bag mounting
area to check if the centre mounting
bolts protrude too far.
If this is found to be the case the
rack can be pulled out from the bottom to provide the bags with
clearance from the bolt heads when
they are eventually fitted.
At present only a few bags will fit
the low rider racks as separate mounting panniers are needed. Two types
are presently available. The
Bellwether 5001 and the Bunyip fr9nt

pannier. Both bags are recommended
for use with the low rider.

.Bunyip bags are constructed of cotton/polyester blend fabric and contain a number of interesting features.
The main compartment has an extendable nylon throat with drawstring
closure. The flap type lid is fixed by
strap and ring fastening . The bags
hang from die cast hooks bolted
through a high impact plastic stiffener.
The bottom fixing method uses a
shock chord and hook arrangement.
A feature of these bags for the travel
conscious cyclist is the provision for
carrying both bags together using a
shoulder strap .
Capacity 16 litres/ pair.

You also need to walk!
Rigid one-piece rubber
sole with walking heel
disperses pedal pressure
while it cushions
~
vour foot.
Di_stinctive diam~nd tread
grips the pedal without
resticting foot
_....
position.
·

~

Nylon rnesh uppers
'
for good
ventilation

Re111 rorced against
wear & tear with
suede leather.
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trade inquiries contact:

P.O. Box 930 Canberra City ACT 2601 Phone: 48 8911
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Bellwether 5001 are nylon bags with a
unique aluminium stiffener fitted to
the back and top of the bags. The bend
in the aluminium is braced to provide
an outer top edge for the bag to hang
from . This type of design feature is
starting to appear on a few new
American type pannier bags. The
result is a bag that does not sag when
only partially loaded. The bags hold
their shape well and are large capacity
at 23 litres/pair.
Fixing is by means of plasticized
aluminium hooks bolted through the
fabric to the stiffener. The bottom is
secured by a shock chord and hook
loop passing through a lateral strap
sewn to the lower back part of the
bag. The shock chord on the model
tested had to be shortened to fit the
Blackburn rack and the plastic
coating on the hooks soon wore off
after a week on the road .
The bags are rectangular in shape
with vertical sides and no cutaway at
all. The main opening is secured by a
nylon coiled zipper opening from
halfway up two sides and across the
top. There is a generous overlap flap
to provide weather-proofing for the
zipper.
As the bags are very squared and the
top outside edge is rigid (due to the
stiffener) the zips had to be coaxed
around the corners and too rough
treatment may shorten the life of the
fasteners .
The Bellwether also has D ring provision for shoulder strap attachment
and their squared shape enables them
to stand upright when used as luggage
off the bike.
Both types of bags handled well
when used on the low rider rack and
should see more common application
to the low rider concept in future .
With Japanese versions already
_a vailable, the coming years may see
the standard Aussie touring kit
'go low' at least for front pannier
racks and bags. You do have to be
careful to close your bags tightly if
you get into deep-water crossings
though.

On your bikes
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for the Ride of the Century

home and join the streams of cyclists
converging on the Domain from all
points of the compass . At the Domain, you'll be entertained by a jazz
band and buskers until all groups have
arrived . Then you can participate in
the spectacular processional ride to
Centennial Park. The rally cyclists
will provide a guard of honour and
escort the 100 racing cyclists of the
Race of the Century to the start of the
race. Before the Race, there will be
speeches by prominent speakers,
more music and a pennyfarthing race .
Help further the cause of cycling and
have a great day out with your friends
at the same time. Come along and be
part of history!
For further information concening
the Ride of the Century contact the
Bicycle Institute of NSW at their
Resource Centre, 399 Pitt Street,
Sydney. Phone: 264 8001.

_
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October 1983 will be an exceptionally exciting month for cyclists.
Preceeded by the Commonwealth Bank Cycle Classic (1st - 8th
October} and followed by the Twin Century (23rd October},
Centenary Cycle on October 16th will be the highlight of the
month. Organized jointly by the ACU (Amateur Cyclists' Union}
and BINSW, Centenary Cycle will incorporate the Ride of the
Century, a mammoth bicycle rally organized by BINSW, and the
Race of the Century, a 100 km road race featuring 100 racing
cyclists and celebrating the N.S.W. ACT's centenary year.
Plans for Centenary Cycle are progressing well. It is heartening to see
the state's two largest cycling
organizations, BINSW and the ACU,
join forces for the first time in the
organization of such an event .
Amateur racing cyclists, BMX riders,
commuters, tourers and recreational
cyclists will ride side by side for safer,
saner conditions for all cyclists. It is
anticipated that more than 5,000
cyclists will participate in the rally.
BINSW is organising 12 groups to
prepare for and co-ordinate the rally at
the local level throughout the
metropolitan area. These groups will
publicize the event intensively in
their areas and liase with their local
amateur racing and BMX clubs.
Aldermen from local councils will be
invited to be present at the local starting points and officially start the
rides to the Domain . Cycling
organizations in outer-metropolitan
areas and outlying country centres are
being invited to participate. The State
Rail Authority is being asked to provide free transportation for bicycles in
the metropolitan area on 16th October, so facilitating maximum participation of cyclists in the Ride of the
Century .
The map shows provisional starting
points, starting times and routes to
the Domain for cyclists from the different areas. One of the most spectacular and exciting parts of the Ride
of the Century will be the crossing of
the Harbour Bridge by some '..l,OOU
cyclists from Newcastle, Hornsby,

Pennant Hills and . the Man1yWarringah and North Shore groups .
The DMR is being approached for permission for the riders to cross on the
main part of the bridge, using two
lanes and being provided with a police
escort. The rally's aim is to draw attention to the urgent need for the provision of adequate facilities and laws
for cyclists and to celebrate cycling's
spectacular comeback, not only as a
sport, but as a form of transport and a
popular recreational activity .
The National Heart Foundation is
also holding its annual bikeathon
(Pedal for Heart) on Sunday, 16th
October, making the day a truly unique occasion in Australia's cycling
history. Starting at 8.30 a.m., Pedal
for Heart covers a 30 km course from
Centennial Park to La Perouse and
back. BINSW will support th NHF by
having special sponsorship forms
available which will enable rally
cyclists to use their ride to the Domain to rise money for the NHF while
simultaneously raising the public's
and the government's consciousness
of the need to cater for the state's one
million cyclists. Participants in Pedal
for Heart fini shing before 11.30 a.m .
will be invited to proceed to the Domain to join the rally cyclists in their
processional ride to Centennial Park,
while those finishing after 11.30 can
remain at the park to watch the arrival of the racing and rally cyclists
and the Race of the Century.
Don't miss this histonc 0ccasion!
Be at the starting point nearest your
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Programme
Saturday 15th October
Cyclists from outlying country
centres depart.
Sunday 16th October 7.30 a.m.
Cyclists from outer metropolitan
areas depart.
9.00 a.m.
Cyclists from outer suburban areas
depart.
10.00 a.m.
Cyclists from inner suburban areas
depart.
11.00 a.m. - 12 noon
Cyclists rally at the Domain and are
entertained by jazz bans and
buskers.
12 noon - 1.00 p.m.
100 racing cyclists escorted to the
Race of the Century at Centennial
Park with a guard of honour formed
by the rally cyclists .
1.00 p.m. - 1.30 p.m.
Drum Majorettes, pipe bad, oficial
speeches, penny farthing race, national anthem.
1.30 p.m.
Start of the Race of the Century.
1.30 - 4.00 p.m.
The Race, buskers, bands, cycling
films, historical bicycle exhibitions,
clowns .
4.10 p.m.
Race finish.
4.15 p.m.
Presentation .
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BICYCLE
GEARING
EXPLAINED

Al/About
Rear Derailleurs

This section of our continuing series on bicycle gearing deals
with the most familiar component in the gear transmission - the
rear derailleur. Invented at the turn of the century and put into
popular use in the 30's this mechanism still forms the basis of
modern-day bicycle gear shifting.
The modern rear derailleur had its
beginnings in France shortly after the
turn of the century . Early versions
were clumsy and difficult to operate .
but did the job of shifting a moving
chain from one cog to another on a
rear gear 'block'.
In the 1930's Tuillo Campagnolo
catapulted himself and his fledgling
company into international history by
patenting the 'special mechanism', an
improved design rear derailleur.
Much has been done since to clean up
the original 'Campy' design but the
improvements achieved in the
derailleur of the 30's still form the
basis of today's models.
Essentially the rear derailleur
mechanism has to perform two tasks .
One to physically shift the chain from
cog to cog on the rear multi-speed
freewheel and the other to ensure constant chain tension.
Chain tension is provided by a spring loaded pivoting 'cage' fitted with
two jockey wheels. The chain is
threaded through these wheels and, as
the gear .,ratios are changed, the cage
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pivots according to how much chain
there is to be 'wrapped up' . With wide
range touring gears a large amount of
chain has to be dealt with by the
derailleur, so long-arm cages are used .
These have the jockey wheels spaced
further apart.
Some cages are of the closed type:
that is they have fixed inner plates
which are joined together and prevent
the chain from being fitted to the cage
without 'breaking' the chain. Newer
types of derailleurs have an open type
of cage which allows fitting and
withdrawal of the chain without the
need to break the chain or remove the
cage inner plate.
The other major task of the
derailleur (moving the chain from cog
to cog) is the least easiest for the
mechanism to perform. It is in the
pursuit of solving problems
associated with gear shifting that differences in derailleur design occur.
The majority of rear derailleurs
employ a parallelogram configuration
to move the chain sideways onto adjacent gears. This parallelogram has

tour main pivot points. There ~re
usually springs fitted to two opposite
pivots to provide the tension whic_h
acts against the shifting lever. This
spring tension in all models acts to
keep the derailleur in the outward
(top gear! position when mounted to a
bike with control cable unattached .
Though modern derailleurs employ
a parallelogram body action there are
slight design variations between the
major types available .
Most European models are called
straight parallelogram type~ ~nd hang
down directly from the hxmg bolt
whereas the newer Japanese designs
are a pantograph type . These usually
have the main parallelogram body offset at the fixing bolt .
There are further variations within
the pantograph design . Shimano
derailleurs employ a spring loaded
pivot on the main fixing bolt and are
called Servo-Pantograph types . SunTour has a non-sprung main pivot but
slants its parallelogram so that the action of the pivoting cage enables the
jockey wheels (and the chain) to shift
diagonally at the same angle as the
freewheel sprocket profile.
SunTour have recently introduced
their version of the double pivoted
(Servo-pantograph) derailleur. They
call theirs a double articulated type
and the second pivot point is . constructed within the top jockey wheel
housing.
All designs have their small advantages and disadvantages but major differences between the two broad types
are the quicker acting movement of
the straight parallelogram type which
uses less cable movement and the
greater capacity of the pantograph
type to cope with larger sizes of
freewheel cogs . Campagnolo makes
all of its racing derailleus as straight
parallelograms but its premier touring
derailleur, the Rally, is a pantograph
type.
The pivoting jockey wheel cage is
usually fixed to the bottom end of the
parallelogram by means of a spring
loaded pivot. This spring and pivot
shaft is usually contained in a cast
housing incorporating the lower two
pivot points of the parallelogram .
Some cheaper types in recent years
have tended to skimp in this area by
reducing the size of the housing and
fitting instead a plastic cover to protect the spring and pivot shaft. As the
plastic cover often locates one end of
the spring, in the event of breakage
the derailleur is usually rendered
useless.
Derailleurs are usually assembled
with the main cage spring under tension so if you remove the cage from
the body expect to lose the tension on
the spring. Reassembly is not difficult
if you know how to do the operation.
In any case removal of the cage is
usually the last thing required when
maintaining or fixing any derailleur
assembly.
The side to side action of the
derailleur is controlled by the gear
lever cable which usually acts

DerailleurCon1parison Chart
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Material

Arm

Maximum
Freewheel

Total•
Capacity

Campagnolo
Super Record
Nouovo Record
Gran Sport
Rally

28
28
34
36

24
26
38
40

Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy

Short
Short
Med, Long
Long

Galli
Competizione
Sport

26
26

22
20

Alloy
Alloy

Short
Short

Huret
Eco
Success
Jubilee
Duopar

28
28
28
36

32
32
30
38

Steel
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy/ Steel

Medium
Medium
Medium
X Long

26
28
26
28, 34
28, 34
30, 34
34
28
28
28, 34
28, 34
28, 32
28
28
28
34
34
34
34

26
28
26
28, 37
28, 35
30, 34
40
28
28
28, 34
28, 34
28, 32
28
28
28
34
34
34
40

Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Steel
Alloy/ Steel
Alloy/Steel
Steel
Alloy/Steel
Steel
Alloy/Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel/ Alloy
Alloy

Short only
Short only
Short only
Short, Long
Short, Long
Med, Long
Long
Short
Short
Short, Long
Short, Long
Short, Med
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Long

SunTour
Superbe
Superbe Tech
Superbe PRO
Cyclone Mk II
Cyclone
ARX
AR
BL

23
26, 34
23
26, 34
24, 34
26, 34
26, 34
24, 26, 34

20
34, 38
20
28, 34
24, 36
28, 34
28, 32
25, 30, 36

Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Alloy

Road VX

26, 26, 34

24, 28, 34 Alloy
Alloy
Alloy
Steel
Alloy/ 5 teel
Alloy/ Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Short
Short,
Short
Short,
Short,
Short,
Short,
Short,
Long
Short,
Long
Long
Long
Short,
Long
Long
Med
Long
Short,
Short,

Alloy
Alloy
Alloy

Short
Short
Short

Model

Shimano
Dura Ace AX

600 AX
Dura Ace EX
600 EX

600
Deare
Deare XT
Adamas AX
Positron AX
Altus LT
Altus ST
Positron FH
Positron FH 400
Positron II
Positron 400
RS
Eagle II
400 FF
MTB (AL 11)

Mount Tech
VGT
Seven, Seven GT
AG
AG Tech
Honor
GT
Volante, S
Mighty Click

Zeus

2000
Criterium
New Racer

36
34
30, 34
38
38
30
34
26, 28
30, 34

38
38
30, 32
40
40
28
36
25, 30
22, 34

26
26
26

20
20
20

Length

Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
Med,
Med,

Long

Long
Long

•Total Gear Capacity is calculated as follows: (Number of teeth on large chainwheel minus number of
teeth on smallest chainwheel) 't(Number of teeth on largest freewheel sprocket minus the number of
teeth on smallest'freewheel sprocket.)

Box, Top to bottom : A simplified diagram showing the parallelogram action of a derailleur. Two touring
derailleurs; the Campagnolo Rally and Shimano Deore; both have long cages to wrap up the extra chain
needed in wide range gears. Two racing derailleurs; the Zeus 2000 and the new Dura Ace AX with its
cable routing bracket above the fixing bolt. Two different types of drop out gear hangers used. Left : A
long touring type on a vertical dropout. Righ t: A shorter racing type.
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dropout you will have to determine
suitability by trial and error.
Generally, shorter hangers are okay
for small close spaced freewheels,
whereas for large wide-range
freewheels long or extra long hangers
will be needed. If you want to fit touring gears to a racing frame and the
dropout hanger is too short you may
have to cut it off and use the bolt-on
type supplied with your long-arm
derailleur.
Some derailleurs have angle adjusting screws on the main ivot
housing. Often this feature wil not
match the dropout hanger on an existing frame . In this case you will
need to get your dealer or frame
builder to modify the hanger to suit.

f

Derailleur Capacity

Double exposure 8hotographs show how the derailleur copes •with wide range gearing. Left: With the
chain on the sma lest front chainwheel the cage of the derailleur is wound fully back. Right : With the
chain on the largest front chainwheel the cage is drawn forward as the largest rear cog is selected.

diagonally across the parallelogram .
The movem ent of the body is
restricted by the high and low gear
stop screws. These are generally set to
restrict the movement of the chain to
· prevent it 'falling off' the edges of the
freewheel and becoming jammed in
the spokes or the frame.

Rear derailleurs usually fit to the
frame by means of a removable hanger
bracket or an integral hanger on the
frame drop out. Different derailleurs
require different length hangers. It is
always advisable to use the one supplied with mechanism. In the case of
1n integral hanger on the frame

Cinelli
goes touring

The chart deals with capacity and
suitability to various uses. It must be
recognized that there are two types of
gear capacity: total gear capacity
which relates to the amount of chain
wrap up and the sizes of both front
and rear gear sprockets; and rear gear
capacity which relates to the maximum size of . freewheel cog permissable. The length of the hanger
can alter both these figures.
Design improvements are constantly being made by manufacturers to
their models . In the last few years a
number of improvements and
modifications have come to light
which are worthy of mention. Among
these are the following:

NAGAOKA QUALITY
TOURlf\JG EQUIPMENT

N/lG/lOK/l

NAGAOKA 's Innovative Lower Gravity
Positioning Rocks Promise You on
En;oyoble Long Distance Bike Touring,
Also Mounting Method Hos Been
0romoticolly Improved
..

DURALUMINUM LIGHT ALLOY

Cine lli means great touring because Cinelli is the craftsma ns love of detail, industry and experience a ltogether .
Cinelli• is also the finest in Italian design like the 'H'
mod el saddle . This touring sa ddle for men and women is
availa ble in a choice of three colours. Ask for it only at your
spec ia list bicycle d ealer.
·
Trade enquiries; Hantrade (02) 666 9675

-~)__ ~inelli ___
- [~""")
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ll GRANDE CICLISMO ~

AFC-C1(FRONT)885g
ARC-C1(REAR) 910g

Potent P~nd

NAGAOKA MET AL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
1-8, 1-CHO MEISHINGUCHI TOYONAKA CITY , JAPAN

Shimano Centron Mechanism
With so many marginal 'improvements' being made to equipment these days it is good to come
across something which really does
improve derailleur operation.
Shimano's Centron mechanism
makes its mark by attacking and solving the problem of overshift.
A chain is not a rigid device . The
older the chain the more flex and consequently the sloppier the shift. In
most cases one usually has to 'overshift' when changing gears .even with
a totally brand new transmission .
This is necessary because the
derailleur cage guides the chain over
to the next cog . In so doing the chain
flexes and bends laterally. This means
that the derailleur may be aligned
with the selected cog but the chain
does not have enough rigidity to be
guided successfully onto the cog . In
order to overcome this one usually
has to move the derailleur about a half
a cog width more until the chain slips
over and then readjust the derailleur
position back to ensure smooth, quiet
running.
To an experienced rider overshifting is part of the gear change fiddle.
Shimano have attempted to
eliminate overshift on the riders' part
by building a certain amount of freeplay into rear derailleur and shifting '
lever movement.
The end result is that you still overshift but the gear system is selfadjusting and eliminates any need to
readjust the gears to compensate for
the overshift .
The lever and derailleur must be used together. Interchangeability with
other brands eliminates the system's
advantages.

------

type. Instead of the normal
parallelogram action the Superbe
Tech uses an internal geared arrangement to duplicate the action
a
parallelogram .
As it does away with the conventional body, it also does away with
the usual method of cable control. It
uses instead a direct fixing method
which eliminates the small length of
outer cable and fixes the control cable
directly onto the derailleur body.
The derailleur is fully sealed and
employs a new double articulated
jockey wheel cage pivoting system.
This tends to keep the chain close up
to the underside of the freewheel and
improves te gear changing _action. 1_'he
amount of improvement m changmg
ability is not of earth shattering proportions but it adds to the fact ~hat
this is a smooth operatmg mechamsm
designed for a long life under severe
operating conditions.
The double-pivoting cage is not a
new idea (it is for SunTour) but as
anyone who has used Shim~no D~ra
Ace gears will know that this design
offers smooth shifting even under
pressure.

The Bicycle Institute of New South
Wales was formed in 1976 for noncompet1t1ve
(touring, commuter and
leisure) cyclists in NSW, to lobby for
improved recognition and facilities in the
State.
It has a current membership of 2000.
'tbur support will help BINSW!

Huret Duopar

SunTour Superbe Tech
Possibly the world's first fully sealed
bearing rear derailleur (and possibly
the heaviest alloy type) this new
model uses a two pivot body instead
of the usual four . As such it is the first
departure from the parallelogram

This derailleur is not a new design but
its unique features rate a special mention. The Duopar differs from most
rear mechanisms by incorporating in
its design a special double pivoting
cage which incorporates a second
parallelogram . The main body is a
conventional straight parallelogram
type but fitted between it and the
rotating jockey wheel cage is another
smaller parallelogram which acts in
the same plane as the moving chain.
The effect of this mechanism is to
keep the (top) guiding jockey wheel as
close to the freewheel sprockets as
possible .
The result of this system is smooth,
even shifting, especially under
pressure. The Duopar design is unique, and its operating efficiency has
won it wide acclaim from those who
tour with heavy loads using wide
range gearing.

Membership benefits include a comprehensive touring program, discounts at
most bike shops, a bi-monthly magazine,
/ibrary, maintenance workshops and
advice on all aspJ!cts of cvclin11.

~- - --- --------Membership
Form

Name ..... ...... .... .. .. .... .......... .. .......... .... .... ..
Address ... .... ... ...... .. ... ...... .... .. ....... .... ... . ..

Postcode. ... ... .. .... .

Telephone ............... .

Flat rate : $ 7.50 per calendar year

Forward this form & payment to 399
Pitt St , Sydney 2000. Make chequ~s and
money orders payable to the Bicycle
Institute of NSW . Enquiries: 264 8001 ·
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Tandem Talk

by Paul Farren

One plus one equals ...

This tandem has a 'lady-back' frame. Note the oversize tu bing used on the rear chain stays and the
' drain pipe' or stretcher tube running between the two bottom brackets.

Zeus

M!!lll!l!I!~

You're on the wrong track If you think Zeus
Alrleas Tires are only suitable for Touring and
riding to work! They' re just great for tra ining
and straining to attain racing strength.

Cec Cripps won his National Veteran Title (not to
mention fitting himself for his solo Death Valley U.S.A.
and Perth-Brisbane marathon rides) by tra ining with
wheels fitted with Zeus Airless Tires!

• Gives a consistent and cushioned ride
• Eliminates blowouts and flat tires
• Stays on rim with no adhesives
or mechanical devices
• Durable - many t imes the life of
the standard tire
• Won't rot or weather check
• No appreciable difference in
weight or ride qual_
i ty
• High load capacity
• No inner tube required
• Can be· used in conjuncti_o n
with an ordinary tire
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About 3 months ago, I received a
telephone call from a mother requesting help to join together two old
bike frames that she had found in the
shed. Whilst this is eminently possible, and a useable machine might be
produced, the following description of
tandem components indicates where
the weaknesses of the previous union
exist .
The first tandems were built from
single bike components. However,
with double the weight and more than
single bike speeds, the flaw in this approach rapidly became apparent to
early builders as the frames broke up
when they were used for' anything
more than local jaunts.
'Oversize' is the key word for
frames and forks on tandems. The
forks and head tube may appear normal but are often thickened internally. Alternatively, the overall diameter
may be larger than normal in which
case special fork crowns and headsets
are needed. Both of the above patterns
are obtainable from Reynolds and the

Available to flt
27" (narrow & wide rims)
26" & 24" wheels
in either Black, Gum or
refractive Yellow.
Please advise (with
27" only) distance between ·
shoulders of rim (with
normal tyre off) when
ordering (either 16·18 mm
or 19·21 mm). Also, please
state colour preference
order (1, 2 & 3).

Fits standard
rim for cushioned
ride.

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT OFFER:
$14.90 per tyre ($29.80 pr.)
which includes Postage
within Aust. & Sales Tax.
Cheque, Money Order
(not Bankcard) to
Aust. Distributor:
(Trade inquiries welcome)

C.C. CYCLE
IMPORTS

17 Foy Avenue,
Chelsea, 3196
Victoria, Australia

Durable rigid
cross member.

Telephone:
Melbourne (03) 772 71 79

All Hours

other major bicycle tubing manufactuers .
The basic diamond frame of the
single bicycle has brought stability to
bicycle design for the last 90 years.
Within the tandem world a plethora
of frame designs exist . As mentioned
above, the best machines constructed
have been from larger diameter tubing
than single bikes, irrespective of their
design .
The earliest designs were 'ladyfront' machines as it was regarded as
ill-mannered for the gentleman to
turn his back on the lady. The Raleigh
company produced a double ladies
machine enabling the rides to swap
about. Fairly soon however, the ladyback machine predominated due to
problems of the gentleman trying to
see where he was going and the deficiencies of the long steering linkages
from the rear.
By the mid thirties the frames were
fairly sophisticated and the most
popular tandem was the double gents
marathon design constructed with a
top tube front and rear, and an internal diagonal tube running from the
head tube of the rear rider (stoker) just
above the bottom bracket.
The double gents tandem is the
most rigid and robust design but ladyback machines are still made. With
all
differing shapes the two
features all tandems share are the eccentric bottom bracket and the large
tube joining the bottom brackets. The
'eccentric' is an off centre bottom
bracket in a rotating sleeve which is
used to take up slack in the front
chain whether it be on the right
'straight' or 'off-side' drive) or on the
eft ('cross-over' drive). The large tube
often known as the drain pipe or
'stretcher' can be round or ellip tical
and is a significant feature in
minimising 'whip' in the frame . Even
the shortest, stiffest tandem frame,
due to its length, is noticably flexible
with two riders , especially when one
or both are inexperienced. The opposite is also true in that riders who
know each other and their machine
can cope with considerable flex in the
frame by minimising their body
movements and having a sense of harmony .
When one approaches a rough section of road on a single bike, fast
steering and the ability to pick the
front wheel up and lift it over pot
holes can keep the bike out of trouble.
Tandems are more sluggish on steering and the front can definitely not be
picked up . As a result the tandem
tends to crash through obstacles on
the road, rather like a large ocean
liner compared with a small yacht in
high seas.
Don't let the above description put
you off brazing these two bikes frames

together. In my view any tandem is
better than no tandem as long as the
two riders are safe. If one is considering a cross country tour carrying two
Paul is currently President of the
Tandem Club of Australia and the
owner of a number of new and vintage two seaters. He is also editor of
a very lively newsletter for the
TCA.
The Tandem Club of Australia
can be contacted by writing to the

people plus luggage on the one bike,
then an investigation of the best
availabl e machines will p ay
dividends.
Secretary TCA, 71 Tivoli Road,
South Yarra Vic. 3141. The TCA is
not the only tandem club in the
country. One of the objects of this
column is to foster a growing interest in tandems so futu re editions will bring readers up to date
listings of other clubs both local
and perhaps overseas.

GIT THE INSIDESTORY ON THE
NEW MSR BICYCLING HELM£f
IN THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE, MSR HAVE SET A NEW ST AND ARD IN
BICYCLE HELMET DESIGN AND MANUF ACTURF

l

•
•

A new helmet liner with comfort and sizing pads that absorb shock over a wide range of forces
from minor bumps to major impacts.
· Ventilation channels in the liner that correspond to 10 separate ventilation holes (2770mm 2 ) as
well as ventilation channels in corporated into the brim. All this has combined to give excellent
cooling characteristics without loss of stability on the head.
A reduction in weight with no sacrifice in protection .
An even larger range of sizes (X-Small now goes down to 49cm!)
A rapid sizing system using Tricot covered, Velcro backed liners.
The post-accident helmet replacement policy , still operates. The Australian collection of " used"
helmets grows weekl y.
These helmets reinforce our conviction that an MSR helmet is
THE BEST WAY TO KEEP A HEAD

Check it out at your nearest MSR helmet stockist .
Trade Enquiries: - BIKETECH, P.O. Box 152, Wallsend, N.S.W. 2287.

Telephone (049) 524 403.

- - - - - - - Mountaw, Safety Research _ _ _ __ __.
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Sutherlands Bicycle Mechanics
Handbook 3rd Edition

Delongs Guide to Bicycles and
Bicycling
by Fred Delong
Fred Delong is highly esteemed in the
bicycle field world wide. His encyclopaedic book has become a best
seller and is full of important and useful
information. Feature chapters cover
the sport of bicycling, buying a bicycle, bike tubing, fitting your bicycle to
your body, custom frames, repairs,
wheels etc. This big book contains
many clear black and white photographs and line drawings to illustrate
text.
Chilton Book Co. 278 pages A4 paperback.

International Bicycle Touring
edited by Bike World magazine
This book condenses into one convenient and low priced volume the
wisdom acquired by experienced
tourers during many thousands of
kilometres on the road.
· Good information for the intending
international traveller is given such as: ,
buying a good touring bike; carrying
gear-bags etc; Road hazards, where to
go; and foreign customs.
Above all this book provdes a strong
framework upon which you build your
own experience.
Anderson/World Publicatgions. pa_p'3rback, ~~ pages, illustrated with B + W
photographs .
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This massive volume is a standard
reference in -most bike shops
throughout the English speaking world.
Now in its third edition the book comes
in a sturdy clip folder form which relevant pages can be removed and later
replaced. A ready reference to sizes
and 'fit' of bicycle components from
Japan, Europe and the USA. The only
book of its kind and not for the casual
reader. Share a copy with your
mechanically inclined friends.
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I
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Anybody's Bike Book
by Jim Cuthbertson
The classic beginners' manual for
owners and buyers of one-speed, threespeed, and ten-speed bikes. Immensely
readable and clearly illush:ated it
guides the do-it-yourselfer in finding
the•problem fast and fixing it. Recommended as a good beginner's book.

811J'IJodJ"s

hike hook

ao orlalnat manaaJ c>I bk:yeJe repaJrt

the new, revised u
expanded edition

The author writes and the illustrator
draws, with a fine sense of humour.
Ten-Speed Press, paperback, 200
pages, numerous line drawings .

The Complete Cycle Sport Guide
by Peter Konopka
This first class racing manual takes you

Free
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Cycling/McKenzie $11 .40

OTY

I

AMOUNT

Delongs Guide to Bicycles $19 .85

All subscriptions start with next Issue

Everybodys Book of Bicycle Riding $23 .80

Introductory. One Year sub
New Subscribers only $9 .60

Freewheeling (Evans) $6.99

Forty Rides Around Canberra $5 . 75

One year sub. (6 ·issues) $12 .00

Getting Fit with Bicycling $5 .95

Two year sub. (12 issues save 20 %) $19 .20

Glenn 's Bicycle Manual $22 .25

Orie year international surface mail sub. $15 .60

How to Fix Your Bicycle (Garvey) $4 .40

One year international air mail sub .
Rates : NZ, PNG $21.00, SE Asia $23 .00 , Japan , China
$25 .50, USA, Canada $30.00 , UK Europe $31 .50

International Bicycle Touring $4 .95
International Cycling Guide 83 $12. 50
The Kids Book of Bicycles in Aust. $11 .40

All cheques for overseas subs. must be In $Aust.
and In the form of an overseas bank draft.

Melbourne Bike Tours $5.95
The One Burner Gourmet $14 . 70
Peaceful Tours of Victoria $5 .95

Back Issues

Pedal Power $21 .50

Issues 1 ,2 ,3 and 10 are out of print.

Richards Bicycle Book $8 .95

Full set of available back issues incl. 20- $21 .35

The Rottnest Bike Business $11 .40

Reconditioning the Bicycle $5 .95

Single issues $2 .00 ea.

Second Two Wheel Travel $6 .95 Special Price

State numbers of issues required :

Simple Foods for the Pack $11 .85

Refer to Mail Order Catalogue for list of contents.

T-he Ten-Speed Bicycle $25.1O

Sutherland 's Handbook $55 .95
Venomous Creatures of Aust . $11.40

Books+ Accesson~

Tee Shirt Syd - Gong $7 .00 Size(s):

Anybodys Bike Book $10 .25

Tee Shirt One for the Road $8.50 Size(s) :

Around Town Cycling $5 .95

Cycles Grams Single $1 .25

Games Clothing and Accessories

Atkils Bicycle Ride $5.40

Cycles Grams 5 pack $4.95

Basic Riding Techniques $5 .95

Cycletron Game $19 . 50

The Bicycle and the Bush $23.80

Metcon Game $23.25

Bicycles and Tricycles $20.45

Spoke Calculator $8 .50

Bicycle Frames $4.40

T rangia Stove 2 7 $41 . 10

Bicycling in Hawaii $5.95

T rangia Stove 25 $44.95

Bicycling and Photography $5 .95

Trangia Kettle (Sml) $9 .85

Bicycling Science $20.45

Trangia Kettle (Med) $10.10

Bike Touring : Sierra Club $15.50

Trangia kettle (Lg)$10.95

- -·

Blue Mountains Touring Guide $4.40

-

Building Bicycle Wheels $5 .95

Touring Service

"Bushwalking and Camping. OUT OF STOCK

Refer to Mail Order Catalogue for list of package co tents

Complete Book of Bicycle Commuting $25 .35

Pacific Coast Cycle Trail Sydney - Brisbane $9.50

Complete Cycle Sport Guide $24.50

Blue Mountains NSW $6. 15

Cooking for Camp and Trail $7.75 ·

Victoria General $8 .80

Cooking on the Road $12.95

Tasmania (complete) $10.85030

The Custom Bicycle $25.1o·

Tasm.ania l;ast Coast $8. 75

Cycle Touring South Island NZ $6 .00

New Zealand South Island $7 .75

Cycling : Fitness on Wheels $5 .95

NSW Central Western - Out of stock

Carried forward to next column.

Combined Pacific and South . Cross Trails $11.50

*Remainder items. Special Price

Snowy Mountains $ 7. 60

HANDLING SERVICES
Certification with APO

$ 0 .75

Rush (same day handling sent APO Express or Priority Paid)

$ 8 .75

I enclose cheque/money order/Bankcard authorisation to cover the TOT AL $
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE *Where Priority Paid service is not available goods will be despatched air mail.
Authori sat ion
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through all the stages from setting up
the bike to riding technique, with indepth departments on training and
nutrition. Frequently misunderstood
topics like crank length, which tubular
tyres to use, how to honk and when to
eat what types of food are covered with
the aid of tables and charts.
The presentation is clear, illustrations are excelent and text authorative:
Konopka is a practising racing cyclist.
Translated from the German · by excycling magazine editor Ken Evans
with a foreword by British Director of
Racing, Jim Hendry.
EP Publishing, hardcover, 182 pages.

The One Burner Gourmet
by Harriett Barker
This cooking book describes hows and
whys of one burner cooking on a camp
stove. This lively practical book includes imaginative tips for savig time
and money in cooking when you travel.
A complete and comprehensive guide
for the lightweight traveller who lives
to eat and doesn't eat to live.
Contemporary Books USA, paperback
294 pages, line drawings and B + W
photographs.

BACK IN STOCK
Simple Foods for the Pack
by Vikki Kinmont and Claudia Axcell
This is an excellent vegetarian cookbook designed for outdoors use. It provides lots of delicious recipes for the
lightweight camper and bicycle tourer
alike. The book contains 175 trail
tested recipes all using natural
chemical-free ingredients.
There is also a section on menus and
cooking equipment you will need.
Sierra Club Books, paperback, 212
pages.
Sydney to the Gong Memorabilia
The last of the official 1982 Sydney to
the Gone Tee shirts are still available
through Freewheeling Mail Order.
Shirts are printed with the 1982 ride

logo, in the 82 colour of sky blue and
will not be reprinted .
82 Blue Tee shirts are available in
sizes 10, 12, 14, 18 and 20. (Sorry 16's
have sold out.) Don't miss out on this
last opportunity to get your inaugural
ride Tee shirt.
The official 1983 ride shirts in this
year's colour will be available from the
day of the ride onwards.
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described &, illustrated in our fourteen
page catalogue.
Phone or write for
your free copy today.
Freewheeling Mail Order
Box
"t!;~arket
Telephone (02) 264 8544
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Catalogue deletions
and additions
Back in stock

Trangia Lightweight
Camp Stoves
The system stove from Sweden,
Trangia is a lightweight compact cooking unit for all kinds of outdoor use . The
fuel used is metho so there is no difficulty getting supplies, or danger from
explosion and flare out, as with petrol
stoves . The unique design ensures
quiet, fast and efficient heating even in
windy conditions.

Small stove set 27 (1 - 2 person)
This set includes stove, windshield and
burner unit, lifting handle with heat
dispersion holes, 1 litre saucepan, 1.1
litre saucepan, 18 cm frying pan and
carrying strap.

Small Kettle 325
This half litre kettle fits the small 27
set.
Medium/Large Stove Set 25
(2 - 4 person)
Set includes stove, windshield and
burner unit, lifting handle with heat
dispersion holes, 1.5 litre saucepan,
1.75 litre saucepan, 20 cm frying pan
and carrying strap.
Medium Kettle 324
This 0.8 litre kettle
medium/large 25 set.

fits

the

Large Kettle 245
1.4 litre kettle will also fit into 25 set
giving the set a 4 person drink capacity.

Peaceful Tours of Victoria
The One-Burner Gourmet
International Cycling Guide 1983
Simple Foods for the Pack

Out of Stock
Bushwalking and Camping
Touring Package, NSW Central West

Catalogue Deletions
Knots and /Splices
Collecting and Restoring Antique
Bicycles
Freewheeling Back Issues 1,2,3 & 10
Bicycle Builders Bible

Adventure Cycling in Europe
This popular book is currently out of
print. New edition copies will be obtained form the publishers when they
are printed. The second edition is expected later in '83 - early '84.
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Books

Forty Bicycle Rides around
Canberra and Southern N.S.W.
edited by Bellamy, Carter and
Maskell, Pedal Power ACT Inc.
The south eastern region of th state of
New South Wales contains much that
is attractive to the bicycle traveller. In
this area are to be found Australia's
only real mountains, the Snowies, offering superb summer touring conditions while the rest of the state
swel ters.
As well, there are the wide open
spaces of the treeless Monaro high
plains, the depths of the Araluen
Valley and the quiet rocky coastlines
of the 'south coast'.
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The big city at the centre of this
area is the national capital of
Canberra. Once described as 'a good
sheep station spoiled' Canberra is
unique among Australian cities in
that it happily blends with its picturesque rural setting.
Winding through its many hectares
of planned parkland are to be found
kilometres of ambling bike paths. It is
probably the existence of these paths
plus the excellent planned street environment which has made Canberra
the unofficial cycling capital of the
nation.
Perhaps it is more the superb rural
setting which makes bicycling such
an attractive pastime for the area surrounding Canberra (apart from during

the chilling winter months) is an excellent touring environment.

Forty Bicycle Rides around
Canberra and Southern NS W is the
first guide book providing bicyclists
access to this area. The guide has been
published by Pedal Power ACT Inc
which incidentally is one of the
longest surviving advocate groups in
the present modern era of cycling.
Like most cycling groups they have
. long held a keen interest in touring
and it is from that involvement that
this book has developed.
The book describes suggested tours
in the ACT, and surrounding areas,
Snowy Mountains, Southern
Highlands and South Coast.

Introductory sections describe the
clmate and land forms and a short
description of Canberra's. cycle path
network is given, though no detail is
provided except for the more scenic
areas such as Lake Burley Griffin and
surrounds. There are other sections
towards the end of the book offering
hints for the traveller on equipment,
clothing and road surface.
The book is well illustrated
throughout with good black and
white photographs and its larger format provides maps of a readable size.
The maps, though sparse in the detail
they provide are designed to accompany the text and clearly show road
surface, location of points of interest
and localities.
Though the guide provides a wide
ranging access to this beautiful section of the countryside my only complaint is that there is not enough of it.
Tour descriptions are brief and to the
point which is good if you want-to use
the book for its intended purpose, but
for the armchair cyclist it is all over
too quickly.
Forty tours is a welcome addition to
the growing list of Australian touring
guides and is a remarkable achievement for its publishers, Pedal Power.
No doubt they will see more cyclists
in their area as a result.

International Cycling Guide
1983.
edited by Nicholas Crane, published
by Tantivy Press. 336 pp . RRP $12.50.
As always, the International Cycling Guide is a great reference book,
useful to have at hand to read when
the mood takes, rather than at a single
sitting. The guide covers such a broad
spectrum that there must be
something of interest for anyone involved in cycling. But if you grew up
in Oodnagalarbie and are only concerned with the results of the local
amateur cycling events, then this
book is not for you.
The guide is for those who want to
take a step outside their daily lives
and find out how cycling is undertaken all over the globe.
For example, the Guide details the
failure of the ltera - that much
vaunted platic bike - to achieve sales
both in its home market and in
Europe generally.

Coverage is continued on the
developing area of Mountain Bikes.
Tom Ritchie's mountain bike is one
of the five bikes-of-the-year featured
in the Guide' s review section.
The usual reviews and guide sections are lively and relevant. Thirtyseven new books are briefly reviewed
along with the world's top magazines

Forty Bicycle Tours around
Canberra and Southern NSW is 64
pages long and is available from
selected newsagents, bicycle dealers
and Freewheeling Mail Order.
Warren Salomon

,·~

The international racing scene is
well covered and every major country
is studied in detail as well as the major events such as the Tour de France,
Coors International and the Ten Major Racing events of the sporting
calendar.
Touring too is well reported. Greg
Siple writes his account of
Hemistour, an amazing journey by
bicycle from Alaska to Ushuaia
Argentina over 288,000 km of roads
varying in surface condition from
good bitumen to deep mud.
It was on this trip that the
Bikecentennial organization was conceived and from that day has grown to
a world wide membership of 18,000.

I
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A statement of interest
The International Cycling Guide is
now distributed in Australia by
Freewheeling Australia Publications.
It has been our policy to bring to
Australlans the very best in quafity
publications . The 83 Guide is the first
of many such offerings and is of such
quality that we stand firmly behind it.

Though the above review · may seem
far from objective coming from the
pages of the publication closely
associated with the distributor, we
can only stand by our belief in the
Guide and draw readers' attention to
our guaranteed refund policy if there
is dissatisfaction.

including, you guessed it, Freewheeling. New equipment is also reviewed
and many new products still to make
their apperance in Australia are
described and evaluated. Shimano's
Deare XT Mountain bike componentry, the Weinman HP2000 worm
drive brake, and the zippered tubular
tyre are among the new and unusual
products featured. The proliferation
of touring software is also covered as
are shoes, clothing, helmets, and a
burglar alarm for the paranoid bikie.
Advocate organisations world wide
are listed and professional tour
operators are provided for those in
search of adventure abroad.
Whew, it becomes an effort to
describe adequately the interesting
and informative contents of this
year's guide. If you enjoyed last year's
then there's another years reading
waiting for you in this year's edition.
Warren :sa1omon

BLACK!OWlf BICYCLI CINDI
5AlphaSt.Blacktown.Tel.(02)6218158
PERSONAL·KNOWLEDGE· EXPERTISE
SERVICE
Left: The all new Apollo Mountain Bike. Excellent value and performance
at the right price. Centre: The Apollo 18 speed tourer. The machine f<:>r

casual or long distance trips. Right: The Apollo V 14 speed. Aerodynamic
styling and lightweight chrome moly fra me . An ideal bike for triathlons,
club racing or day riding.
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One for the Road
Victorian Transport Bill Saga
Continues
In this column last issue we reported
the struggle by bicycle activists in
Victoria to retain their State Bicycle
Committee in the massive reorganization of that state's Transport
portfolio .
At the centre of the storm is the
1983 Transport Act which seeks to
reorganize some thirteen transport ·
authorities into four new bodies .
Cyclists including the Bicycle Institute and its Research officer, Alan
Parker were concerned when they
belatedly received a copy of the new
act 'off the back of a truck' and found
no mention of the bicyclists' committee in the proposed new departments .
While the bill was being debated in
the Legislative Assembly, Alan Parker
approached a number of politicians on
both sides of the Parliament to get
vital ammendments introduced into
the act .
In response to questioning by National Party Transport spokesman
McGrath the Minister Steve Crabb
moved the crucial ammedments iserting ---a clause into the act 'to encourage and facilitate cycling as an access mode of public transport '.

Summing up for the Opposition,
Liberal Shadow Transport Minister
Delzoppo welcomed the move by the
Minister and suggested that the
Minister may still not be appreciated
by certain sections of the community,
and proceeded to read into the record
a letter received from the Bicycle Institute of Victoria which stated in part
that: 'We have a problem with Mr
Crabb trying to wreck all the good
work done by Mr Maclellan and Brian
Dixon for cyclists' (Maclellan and
Dixon were previous Liberal
Ministers).
Now that the Bill (as amended) is
law and the dust has settled the cycling advocates admit to winning only a
partial victory.
The most important gain for the
states 850,000 cyclists is that the
State Bicycle Committee is now
located within the ministry and
reports directly to the Director
General of Transport. This situation
is similar to the position of the State
Bicycle Adivsory Commi ttee in
N.S .W.
However the states may be moving
closer together, one big difference between them is that only in N .S.W. is a
specialist bicycle planner employed
by the Government . Victoria with

millions of dollars spent still has not
appointed a person who will deal with
bicycle matters on a professional
basis within the structure now provided . With planning developing from
the construction phase to a more
m ature phase, the need for such a
position has become more critical.
T he ammendments as passed only
con cern the consti tutions of the State
Transport Authority and the
Metropoli tan Transport Authority
and not the most important area of
the Ministry itself.
The BIV would like to see a similar
statement to the Dutch Government
adop ted policy which protects road
users most vunerable to road acthe cyclists and
c id en t s
pedestrians.
Some important ammendments to
the act submitted to the Minister by
the State Bicycle Committee Chairman prior to the bill's debate in the
Upper House were ignored, and a
recently released Ministry of
Transport Discussion paper contained
no input from the SBC or the cycling
advocate groups.
Once again it is clear that without
the effec tive repres_entation and
political action on the part of the BIV,
the State Bicycle Committee and all

Cj>our les '8yclotourists
'Flashlight tent by 6ierra Cj)esigns
Flashlight is a roomy, sturdy, ultralight tent. Ideal shelter for the touring cyclist, it will protect you
from the worst of weather. Flashlight o·ffers comfortable accommodation for two people or
absolute luxury for one.
The trapezoid frame tensioned aluminium pole is stronger than you 'll ever need, the snug rainfly provides complete storm proofing.
Flashlight is well ventilated through two
screened windows. It pitches easily in
under 90 seconds with only four pegs.
Workmanship is of the highest order, with
double needle lap seams, taped hems and
generous reinforcement at stress points.
Flashlight has a lifetime warranty on
material and construction defects.
Order for $372
or send for complete
Packed size: 4"x17"
catalogue to
Total weight: 3Ib 9oz
Wild Country
Elbow room: 59"
PO Box 140
Length: 96"
Dickson, A.C.T. 2602
Peak height: 44"
(062) 47 5362
63 FRELWJ/1:.ELJN<.,

One for the Road
the good work done in Victoria since
the Geelong Bike Plan would have
come to an end .
What is obvious from all of this has
been in evidence in NSW for some
time . This is that if there is no one in
government who is prepared to initiate programmes for the benefit of
cyclis ts, very little will take place.
Much of the remarkable progress in
Victoria since the Geelong Plan was
undertaken because of a unique coming together of political, bureaucratic,

and advocate· interes ts. The crucial
factor being that a Minister was keen
to promote concepts of encouraging
cycling and that the cycling advocates
were articulate and available to support the goverment' s initiatives.
In NSW the struggle has been long
term and difficult simply because the
original intitiatives came from the advocates with little or no real support
(until recently) from government or
the bureaucracy .
It is a tragedy if in Victoria the

social democrat Labor party ignores
cycling simply because it is seen to be
a trendy Liberal farty idea.
This kind o thinking was in
evidence during Minister Crabb's reply to the Liberal Transport spokesman
during the Transport Act debate. His
response to the BIV' s damaging accusation that he is wrecking the good
work done by previous (Liberal)
minister was: 'I am pleased to hear
that Mr. Parker has transferred to the
Liberal Party and he can have that
without a transfer fee.'

Riding the Business Cycle

Inner City Cycle~ make Bikes
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for tours, mountains, commuting
for you ...
INN ER COMPETENT REPAIRS, BRAZING, CUSTOM
BUILT BIKES, TOURING SPEC IALISTS
CITY
QUALITY COMPONENTS
'
CYCLES 31 GLEBE POINT RD, GLEBE (02) 660 6605
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It was an awful end to a lacklustre
financial year if comments from the
bicycle industry and the general
media are to be believed . The event
on every one's lips was the sale of
Malvern Star (the bicycle division of
sports conglomerate General Accessories Pty Ltd) to the English
parent of Raleigh, Tube Inves tments
(TI Australia Pty Ltd) .
The reaction from within the industry was one of amazement and
then of resignation, for it has been
rumoured that General Accessories'
previous owner - Dutch multinational Philips Incfustries, has been
willing to sell for some time if a buyer
could be tound. When the word tinally came, the disbelief was that it was
the Raleigh Company TI.
Over the past fiv e years
Raleigh / Cyclops has slow l y
withdrawn from the specialist dealer
sector of the market and has been concentrating on supermarket/ department store outlets for their mostly
Asian bicycle products.
What is interes ting is that Raleigh
parent TI last year sold its American
subsidiary Raleigh USA to mass
marketeer (discount store) the Huffy
Corporation abandoning the big north
American market and giving Huffy its
much needed specialist dealer brand.
The reverse seems to have happened
here with TI buying back ito the
specialist market.
Cries of awful disaster came from
national newspaper columnist Keith
Dunstan, him self a life long Malvern
Star owner. In what amounted to an
epitaph to the original Bruce Small
company which began in the 1920's
in Melbourne, Keith lamented the
passing of a great Australian product .
In the same article he rcognises a
trend which has been happening for
some time, the fact that most if not
all of our bicycles these days com e
from Asia.
For Malvern Star, its business as
·usual. TI have appointed, a new
general manager and his task will be
to revitalise a company som e industry
observers say has been left to run
down by the previous owners .

Regardless of these comments
Malvern Star have been showing signs
in recent times of an acute responsiveness to the present volatile
market trends. They were the first
company to jump onto the Mountain
Bike and ride it into marketing
history and now they have released
(albeit completely unpublicized) the
first 15/18 speed production touring
bike, the Australian market has ever
seen. A market leader cannot afford to
hide this kind of light under any
bushell.

Pedal for Heart
Following on the successful National
Heart Foundation Cyclethons in
Adelaide, the NSW branch of the
organization has decided to alter the
format of the Sydney rides and move
the venue to the popular Centennial
Park.
This years Pedal for Heart ride will
take place on Sunday October 16th
and will follow a specially mapped
out 30k course starting at Centennial
Park and heading south to the turnaround point at La Perouse.
This years ride promises to be a
great family event. The proceedings
will commence in Grand Drive adjac-

ent to the Cook Road entrance at
8 p.m.
Entry sponsorship forms will be
available at newsagents and selected
cycle shops prior to the event and full
details will be published in the Sun
Herald new spaper .
Riders in the BIN SW I ACU Ride of
the Century can also use their ride in
that event to raise funds for the National Heart Foundation.

Anderson Misses Tour Chance
Australian born cycling superstar
Philip Anderson, has failed this year
to win the world's most pretigious
bicycle race, the Tour de France.
All looked promising at the start for
Anderson who finished last year's
gruelling stage race in fifth position.
His luck · at the start of the race
couldn't have looked better as rival
and last year's winner Bernard
Hinault could not join this year's race
because of injury.
This year's Tour was run in the
middle of the North European heat
wave with temperatures well up in
the thirties. By the sixth stage Anderson was beginning to feel the heat and
began to fall back from the second
over a11 position held earlier in the
Tour.

With the gruelling Pyrenees looming up, Anderson fell further back and
lost h~s number one position in the
Peugeot team to Frenchman Pascal
Simon.
Eventually Simon was forced to
retire because of an injury sustained
earlier in the race but by then it was
too late for his Australian team mate
to make up lost time.
Anderson finished down on last
year's placing at ninth, better than his
debut effort two years ago, but in a
race such as the Tour, winning is the
only position that matters.

Freewheeling 20 --:A collector's edition
Observant readers will have by now
picked the production error in the last
issue . Pages 20 and 49 should have
only had their page numbers reversed
but content correct, except our
printers saw the error and decided to
fix it before it went on the press. We
have always appreciated the good
work they have done for us but in this
instance two wrongs (or even one and
a half) don't make a right.
The result is that pages 20 and 49
are numbered correctly but their
printed content is reversed.

Dµopar: ll forTensim Headache
~~-

y

.

I

Symptoms:C}1ain clatter. Discomfort.
Leg fatigue. A combination due to imp re~
cis~ shjfting and the inability to shift
gears while pedaling uphill.
.
Prognosis: The use of a wide range
freewheel require.s a rear derailleur
which applies constant tension on
the chain. ·
Remfily.: .Duopat by Huret.
only derai.l leur in the world granted
a pat~ntfor its unique dual'parallelogr~m design.Capacity: 12-36 at
thefreewheel. Availabltdn Titanium/ .
forged..light
oi-'light ailoy/steel.
Duopar maintains constant tensio'n
bykeeping the length of chain
between tpe .upper roller and each
freewheelsprocket virtually.the
same. Result: the smoothest shift ing touring derailleur ever! ·

The

alloy

1be

Effect:

Duopat
Second
parallelogram: maintains same distance between roller and sprocket
regardless of sprocket size.

llure.t:.®

For general
or trade inquiries contJCt:

PEDLAR
P,O. BoJ( 930 Caotwra Citv ACT 2601 Phone: 48 8~1t
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WriteOn
The Freewheeling Fix
Friday, the first of April, dawned clear
and sunny. Apart from being the day
of the year to which I can best relate,
it had one other pleasure - I could
begin my search for Freewheeling.
During the following two weeks I
would put pressure on the brake
levers and bounce out of the saddle
whenever I spied a cycle shop or
newsagent . But to no avail.
What next? A phone call to the
distributors. "Freewheeling? Doesn't
seem to have arrived yet. We don't get
many copies of this magazine, you
know.'' Gloom. Perhaps I could move
to Sydney . There are a few cheap
hotels in the Haymarket area!
But why go to such lenghts? All I
have to do is 'phone S):dney. P_er~aps
it has been delayed m pubhshmg;
perhaps held up by a strike or industrial action (caused, as always, by
users of motorised transport) . Once
again I was disappointed. "Oh yes,
the magazine came out in early April.
Ring the distributors. They'll know."
Oh, woe! Thoughts of selling my
bike and buying a yacht. There are
always plenty of yachting magazines
on the stands . I settled down to a life
of daily papers (no cycling page there),
and past editions to fuel my dreams.
Friday the thirteenth of May,
although once again clear and sunny,
is the kind of day you think twice
about geting out of bed . But get out I
did. After my shower and home-made
muesli I wandered up t o the
newsagents to buy the morning paper.
A desultory glance at the magazine
rack as I leave ... but wait; what 's
this ? A yellow stripe catches my eye. I
scrabble in my pocket for two dollars
- it's only six weeks late. Take back
all those nasty thoughts.
The result of all this is a cheque for
a years subscription. Never shall I
wait again! Thanks for a bloody fine
magazine - readable from cover to
cover.
John E. Bowden,
Mosman Park, W .A.

Amazed

Congratulations on a fantastic
magazine. Like Gordon T . Holt (issue
No 19), I am one of the older brigade
still interested in cycling after many
years.
A special hello too, to Miff Mowle,
orchestra member of the SS Canberra
(Write On No 19). His letter describing an excellent touring frame built
by Wester Ross of England, with an
unusual 75° seat tube, was most intresting.
If he hasn't read it already, Miff,
and many readers of Freewheeling
would find an article in the British
magazine Cycling 13 Nov '82 by John
Rhind, to be very relevant to the question of touring bike design. John goes
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for a 260 mm bracket height for
stability, longish "backs" with a
relatively short front end (546 mm
top tube) for good weight distribution
between front and rear wheels, and
72° head and seat angles. He finds fat
French tyres (26 x 1 ½") on super
champion alloy 650 . B rims to be
most comfotable too for riding over
broken up roads on high mountains
passes. Which brings me to the key
question of suspension .
In an age when we can land men on
the moon, I remain amazed that light
weight narrow section hydraulic
suspension appears not to be available
for the long distance touring bicycle,
either in the form of an hydraulic seat
post or hydraulic front forks. Perhaps
some of our Australian engineers or
manufacturers could produce some
original research in this direction. I
hope so. Keep up the fine work.

NEXT
In our next issue we solve the
mystery of this photograph.
Where has Nigel's bicycle gone
to? A review by Nigel Jenkins
of a very unusual new bicycle.

Paul Lucas
Ferntree Gulley Victoria

Ultimate Frame
I was quite interested in the article by
Mike Doube referring to his search for
the illusive i:ouring bike . I am pleased
to hear that he has found wht he was
looking for .
I note that in the write up of the
ultimate frame, a head tube angle of
73° was used, but in the piece on page
30 it states a head angle of 72° was
us~d. (Typographic error_ he_re, it
should bave been 73 ° on the chart Ed.)

I was surprised to note that Columbus tubing was claimed to be stronger
and more rigid than Reynolds 531
Butted tube. At the time Mike asked
me to build a touring frame, 531 tubing was unavailable in Australia in
any quantity and choice .
.
Mike states that he used PS tubmg,
which I have used when building
frames for Ron Kitching in England in
the 70' s for his track team, PL was used for road frames .
To build a touring frame as strong
as possible I would use 531 butted
frame tubing, i.e. bottom tube gauge
19/22, top tube 19 /22 g, seat tube,
plain gauge 22 .
I recall meeting a retailer when I
visited England about 3 years ago and
talk got round to a touring bike I had
built for him around 1952, using 531
Buted 72° parrallel. After 3 trips to ltaly and Switzerland ~nd _coury.tless
trips to France, the bike is still as
good as new, and anyone who has
crossed the Swiss Alps knows what it
can do to a bike . Having studied the
specification, I note that the angles
and frame sizes are similar to those
used by me when I built Mike's
frame .
When employed as a frame builder
by Viking in the 50's_and 60's I ~as
building 20 to 25 racmg and tounng
frames a week, all from Reynolds 531
with very few complaints . These
bikes were sent to countries all over
the world.
S.H. Lang, Frame builder,
Adelaide S.A.
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!I SAMIRA
LYCRA .
! SHORTS
I
I

welcomenore

Mail Order Form.

Name ss_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AddrePostcode _ __
Telephone Bus hrs _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send me the following Samira
Shorts in Italian Lycra fabric at
$38.95 pair.
Colour _ _ _ Size _ _ _ Qty _ __
Colour _ _ _ Size _ _ _ Oty _ __
Colour _ _ _ Size _ _ _ Qty _ __

Total Quantity __@ $38.95 pair=
Total$
I
enclose
a
cheque / mai_l
order/ Bankcard for the above
amount .
Bankcard Authorization
Cardholde r's Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ca rd No
Expiry Date _ __
.Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Price includes postage and pacKing. Allow

2-3 weeks for delivery. Please include
phone no.so advice can be given if size or colour is temporarily out of stock.

~.
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Bicycling style to set you out
from the ordinary

Off the floor or custom built, Wooly has a machine thats suited for your style of bicycling.
Lightweights, sports bicycles and a superb range of touring machines are available.and all
come with our warranty and after sales service . Pictured above is the new Traveller 10speed
on e i n the range of Wooly's lightweight touring machines.

Expert staff means that your purchase
decision need not be a difficult one.
Our staff are all experienced bicycle
users and our knowledge in bicycling
will ensure you get the best possible
advice and assistance ,

Exclusive to Wooly

IAJMmlA ~IA IHtQl II ilf I
IN 10 FASHION COLOURS+BLACK

,,
,,
,, 0
All colours available in shiny Italian Lycra fabric with generous chamois insert. Colours left to right:
SILVER, YELLOW, DARK GREEN, MULBERRY, ROYAL BLUE, BROWN, PINK, STRIPES and
other colours such as CORAL made to order, TURQUOISE, DARK BLUE and RED .
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82 Oxford St.,Paddington NSW.Telephone(02)3312671 , ,
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Karrimor World Touring Series

Karrimor bags: Quality Guarante d
Karrimor bags have been designed
to provide safe, secure sturdy carrying
capacity across Australia and across
the world.
There are models available to suit
the needs of cycle campers, lightweight tourers and day travelle rs. The
Karrimor range has been designed for
easy fitting and quick-release, so its
easy to tailor your system to the
journey you are making.

u

Nvlon backboard

Karrimo r's New Suspension
System - a breakthrough in
the fi tting and stability of heavy
fully -laden panniers .
Now fitted as standard on Iberian
KS 100e and on Standard Silverguard
models this exclusive Karrimor design
completely solves all those irritating
snags that have plagued tourers in the
past.
Its tough, reliable, easy to fit and
adjust, and it~ designed to stand up to
the hardest touring stresses. The
suspension system is new for 1983.
Ask to see the range of Karrimor
cycle bags in Iberian, Rear Bag, Front
Bag, Bardale , Bardet, Saddle Bag,
Universal and Stuff Sac designs at
your bicycle specialist dealer.
Dist ributed in Australia by :

KAR.RIMDft
Kammor Australia Pty Lid.

P.O. Box 135 Beaconsfield NSW 2015

KS-IOOe
KS-10Oe is made exclusively for
Karrimor and
combines the
appearance of cotton duck with
the strength, lightness and proofing of our nylon. We guarantee

it for the lifetime of the user•,

.SilVfiGUfi~
* Lifetime and 5 year guarantees cannot
apply to bags brought by professionals,
outdoor centres or activity groups. Not
transferable. (KS-100e and Silvaguard are
registered trade marks.)

Silvaguard is designed by
Karrimor and is 70% stronger ;
10% lighter and more stain
resistant than ordinary nylon.
We guarantee it for 5 years• .

